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C
ountry Radio Seminar enters its fifth decade this 
week (ponder that one for a minute) and faces 
some of its greatest challenges yet. Declining music 
revenue and corporate radio’s debt squeeze were 

generating plenty of pressure before the economy threatened 
to implode. Carving out time and budget for a trip to Nashville 
sounds great, if anyone had any of either.

Thankfully, the solution is obvious. At press time, CRB’s 
executive director position was still open, so Country 
Aircheck asked a wide cross section of radio and music 
business professionals what they would do to sustain 
the Seminar were they named to the bully pulpit (board, 
schmoard). Some of the best responses are below:

Buzz Jackson
KIIM/Tucson PD/PM drive

It might be valuable to do seminars over the web. Lots of us don’t have the budget to go, but 
would still be able to learn and contribute if there was a Country Radio (oh God, I can’t believe 
I’m going to use the word) Webinar.

Wes Poe
WDAF/Kansas City MD

The only thing I would change about CRS is I’d move the Bridge Bar to a place where only 
CRS registrants have access. Obviously, there is room in the convention center to have a place 
where everyone can hang and network. 

Rick Baumgartner
Black River Music Group VP/GM

A programmer from one of the bigger chains recently told me he has to pay his own 
registration, hotel, transportation and has to take vacation to attend. No wonder attendance has 
dwindled in recent years. Especially when the seminars are basically the same as in years past and 
registration costs are so high – from $499 to $649. 

Let’s pull down the curtain and expose Oz, shall we? This isn’t the Country Radio Seminar, 
it’s the Country Record Company Seminar. This event is all about record companies trying to get 
attention from radio. And if the point for radio is hanging out with industry friends, sharing ideas 
in small groups and getting to see artists, we need to allow for more of that.

So, leave Nashville. Keep it annual but alternate years with another city. A change of scenery 
does everyone good. If I’m a programmer and have to foot the bill and use vacation, I might be 
more likely to go if the event is somewhere I would love to visit.

Change the date to late April or early May to take advantage of nicer weather and facilitate the 
use of other venues around Nashville.

Drop the price to $199 and, if you want a last-minute rate, $249.
Keep to mornings with the educational seminars and open the afternoons to what we all want: 

the chance to have a drink, meet with friends and colleagues, hear new or established bands and 
get better acquainted with the artists. None of the bigger traditional events would be affected. 
This would make it easier for more labels to participate and allow for more music to actually be 
exposed. Labels are always told not to take programmers away from officially sanctioned events. 
Most abide by that rule, some do not. What are we protecting? The sponsors’ dollars. Period. Let’s 
open up the playing field. Maybe the sponsorship price of a luncheon goes down.

Offer more ongoing educational opportunities. We’ve changed the way artist liners are handled, 
why not utilize new technologies and offer seminars every quarter over the Internet? Online 
universities provide lectures this way. This way the CRB provides education throughout the year 
and allows for more music-specific content at the annual event.

And find a way to keep all the locals out of the Bridge Bar. It has become the big place for 
“wannabes” to hang and is no longer a place for any business to be accomplished in the evenings.

 All My ExEs
If You Were CRB Executive Director...

Buzz       Wes       Rick       Tom       Marci     Jack      Brian     Travis   Stoney



Tom Jordan
KSKS/Fresno PD/mornings

With four of us left running the station, we can’t afford for me to take off for CRS this year. There’s 
just too much to do. But I don’t want to see Seminar go away. I’d love to see it evolve into something 
much smaller and twice each year in different cities. You could do one East and one West, then the next 
year do one North and one South. Maybe the first year you do Nashville and Pittsburgh. Hold it on a 
Friday and Saturday. It would make it much easier for people like me – doing programming, music, 
promotions and mornings – to take off Thursday night and go back Sunday. 

Marci Braun
WUSN/Chicago APD/MD

I’d have food at every session. Like Eric Cartman said, “More people will come if you have 
punch and pie.”

Jack Purcell
Big Machine VP/Promotion

My suggestion for the past eight years has been for the CRS to move to CMA week. The Award 
show would fill the space of the Music City Jam, and leading up to the Awards there would be 
plenty of new and established artists in town for the industry to showcase. 

Radio would benefit through efficiency and ratings. For stations that would normally attend 
both events, travel budgets would be cut in half. Yes, it’s in the middle of the Fall book. Perfect. 
Your on-air talent (which includes a lot of PDs and MDs) would be front-and-center bringing 
listeners great content. Think of the access radio would have to our format’s superstars. Most plan 
for a fall release and would be oh-so eager to talk with each and every station about their hits, 
upcoming tours and on-sale dates. There is also the contesting element to work with.

The agenda for the three- or four-day week could be a couple of broadcast days and two days 
of CRS agenda. No doubt there are challenges, but combining the events provides a benefit in 
national exposure across all media outlets. This, in turn, is brought back to each station that 
participates. 

Brian Jennings
Morris/Salina, KS OM

One of the things I always thought would be fun would be voting on a New Faces Show 
“winner” that evening. Let’s actually have the attendees proclaim “the next big thing” after the 
show by voting on the best new act of the year. It would help build momentum for a new star and 
allow us all to wrap our arms around the process.

Travis Moon
KAJA/San Antonio PD 

It starts with reassessing the goals and the point of CRS. We’ve got to actually come away with 
something tangible, not just the same stuff every year. People need to go home itching to get back 
on the air and try some things they learned.

And we have to be honest about the issues we’re facing—how we can make the format 
healthier. That honesty needs to come without antagonism. Radio’s health is equal to that of the 
record industry, and vice versa. We have to be open so people feel welcome to participate without 
worrying that if they say the wrong thing it will ruin their career.

The agenda needs to narrow down to the stuff that’s most important. We may have too many 
panels, and we might need to pull that back in favor of what’s going to move the needle. Are we 
just putting panels on for the sake of filling a quota? We could have fewer, and they might be ones 
you’re really going to remember.

This might be a little bit of blasphemy, but there’s almost too much stuff off-campus; it 
becomes a distraction. I’m not saying we go back to the Opryland days, but there’s got to be a 
way to where we can keep things on-campus without keeping people captive. A lot of people bug 
out early from New Faces, or don’t even go. The fragmentation is hurting the event. Let’s find a 
way to celebrate the format where it doesn’t feel like five different seminars in one.

Stoney Richards
WDSY/Pittsburgh APD/MD

There are two big problems with CRS in the new PPM world. First, it’s hard to get away while 
leaving so much station business behind. We’re all doing a lot more with less and, I might add, 
doing it well. Also, CRS doesn’t mean anything to the audience. It’s hard to tell listeners that 
you’re going to Nashville to schmooze with the stars when they are not included.

So what do we do? Make it a two-day event – Friday and Saturday. Each night ends with a 
big multi-label concert that is available for broadcast. Each day, have booths or studios set up for 
artist interviews.

Seminars and forums? Yes. And feature new equipment. I’d also love to hear about a story/
song from the writer, producer and singer, from pitch to demo to final cut. How about talking 
about promotions and planning with the people who put together the Kenny Chesney or Keith 
Urban shows? How about managers talking about how fans can become more active in fan 
clubs? And of course, small-room concerts available for Flip video release to our audience. New 
Faces?  Televise it. Broadcast it. 

And it’s all jam-packed over two days, each ending with a massive only-Nashville-can-do-it-
this-way concert. Maybe have it underwritten by labels, broadcast companies, software companies 
(are you listening, Bill Gates and Steven Jobs?) CMA, Chevy Trucks and so on. Oh, yes, and 
open bars!

Ah, well, maybe someday.                                                                                                      CAC
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Lots of alcohol is consumed at the Bridge Bar. Lots. But is 
it truly enough to float a battleship? Considering a World 
War II-era battlewagon displaces about 40,000 tons, um, no. 

So what can you do with the volume of booze consumed at the 
Bridge Bar during CRS week? Country Aircheck’s crack research 
team ran the numbers and has reached the highly scientific 
conclusion that approximately 80,000 ounces (625 gallons) of beer, 
wine, spirits, mixers and sundry beverages are consumed during 
the four nights and three days of CRS. Enough to...

... fill 15 standard bathtubs ...

... put an inch of rain on a 20x50’ roof ...

... fill the gas tank of 22 Cadillac Escalades ...

... as gasoline, power a (non-recalled) Toyota Prius on a drive 

around the world ... easily ...

... elicit 279 add commitments from PDs who won’t remember their 
pledge Monday morning.

Bridge 
Over The 
River High

Thanks to our CT40 family 
of stations!
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Affiliate Sales  Shawn Studer  817.599.4099 x 2238  
Ad Sales  Eileen Decker  212.419.2887
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Rockin’  The Love voTe

Major Market Station
(metros 1-25)  
WUSN/Chicago  
KPLX/Dallas  
KYGO/Denver  
WYCD/Detroit  
KKGO/Los Angeles 

Large Market Station 
(metros 26-50)  
KASE/Austin  
WMIL/Milwaukee  
WSIX/Nashville  
WGH-FM/Norfolk 
WQDR/Raleigh 

Medium Market Station 
(metros 51-100)  
KUZZ/Bakersfield  
WYRK/Buffalo  
WIVK/Knoxville  
WKSJ/Mobile  
KIIM/Tucson 

Small Market Station
(metros 101+)  
WKSF/Asheville, NC  
WUSY/Chattanooga, TN  
KKNU/Eugene, OR  
WXBQ/Johnson City, TN  
WLLR/Quad Cities, IA-IL 
WGSQ/Cookville,TN

Major Market Market Manager/GM 
(metros 1-25)  
Dan Bennett, KPLX/Dallas  
Bob Call, KYGO/Denver  
Lisa Decker, KMPS/Seattle  
Mark Krieschen, KKBQ & KTHT/    
    Houston  
Dave Robbins, WUSN/Chicago 

Large Market Market Manager/GM 
(metros 26-50)  
Vonneva Carter, WGH-FM/Norfolk  
Nate Deaton, KRTY/San Jose  
Tom English, WSIX/Nashville  
Pam McKay, KASE & KVET/Austin  
Mike Rowen, KBEQ & KFKF/ 
    Kansas City 

Medium Market Manager/GM 
Market Manager/GM 
(metros 51-100)  
Robert Ausfeld, WGNA/Albany, NY  
Ed Brantley, WIVK/Knoxville  
David Coppock, WKSJ/Mobile  
Ken Kowalcek, KIIM/Tucson  
Mel Owens, KUZZ/Bakersfield 

Small Market Market Manager/GM 
(metros 101+)  
Kent Cooper, KOUL/Corpus Christi, TX  
John Laton, WLLR/Quad Cities, IL-IA  
George Roberts, WAXX/Eau Claire, WI  
Ken Salyer, WKSF/Asheville, NC  
John Tilson, KKNU/Eugene, OR 

Major Market OM/PD 
(metros 1-25)  
Joel Burke, KYGO/Denver  
Johnny Chiang, KKBQ & KTHT/
    Houston  
Charlie Cook, KKGO/Los Angeles  
John Marks, KSON/San Diego  
Meg Stevens, WPOC/Baltimore & 
WMZQ/Washington, DC 

Large Market OM/PD 
(metros 26-50)  
John Crenshaw, WCOL/Columbus, OH  
Mac Daniels, KASE & KVET/Austin  
Mike Kennedy, KBEQ/Kansas City  
Lisa McKay, WQDR/Raleigh  
Kerry Wolfe, WMIL/Milwaukee 

Medium Market OM/PD 
(metros 51-100)  
Bill Black, WKSJ/Mobile  
Beverlee Brannigan, KFDI/Wichita  
Mike Hammond, WIVK/Knoxville  
Buzz Jackson, KIIM/Tucson  
Tom Jacobsen, WGNA/Albany, NY 

Small Market OM/PD 
(metros 101+)  
Dave Daniels, KJUG/Visalia, CA  
Bill Hagy, WXBQ/Johnson City, TN  
Gator Harrison, WGSQ/Cookeville, TN  
George House, WAXX/Eau Claire, WI  
Jim O’Hara, WLLR/Quad Cities, IL-IA 

Major Market Music Director 
(metros 1-25)  
Marci Braun, WUSN/Chicago  
Garret Doll, KYGO/Denver  
JD Greene, KEEY/Minneapolis  
Ginny Rogers, WKLB/Boston  
Tony Thomas, KMPS/Seattle

Large Market Music Director 
(metros 26-50)  
TJ McEntire, KBEQ/Kansas City  
Mark McKay, WGH-FM/Norfolk  
Mitch Morgan, WMIL/Milwaukee  
Bob Pickett, KASE/Austin  
Bill Reed, KTST/Oklahoma City

Medium Market Music Director 
(metros 51-100)  
Colleen Addair, WIVK/Knoxville  
Spencer Burke, KIZN/Boise  
Kristina Carlyle, KRST/Albuquerque  
Kix Layton, WSSL/Greenville, SC  
Dave Taft, WBCT/Grand Rapids 

Small Market Music Director 
(metros 101+)  
Dan Douglas, WGTY/York, PA  
Brian Gary, KUAD/Ft. Collins, CO  
Brian Hatfield, WKSF/Asheville, NC  
Adam Jeffries, KJUG/Visalia, CA  
Chris O’Kelley, WKXC/Augusta, GA 

Major Market Personality/Show 
(metros 1-25) 
Cliff & Company, KSON/San Diego  
The Cornbread Show, WIL/St. Louis  
Donna & Muss, KEEY/Minneapolis  
Lisa Dent & Ramblin’ Ray, 
    WUSN/Chicago  
Shawn Parr, KKGO/Los Angeles 

Large Market Personality/Show 
(metros 26-50)  
Doc & Grace, WWKA/Orlando  
Gerry House & The House 
Foundation, WSIX/Nashville  
Jim, Deb and Kevin, 
    WFMS/Indianapolis  
Karen, Scott & Radar, 
    WMIL/Milwaukee  
Mike Kennedy, Zeke Montana & 
Natalie, KBEQ/Kansas City 

Medium Market Personality/Show 
(metros 51-100)  
Andy & Allison, WIVK/Knoxville 
Dan & Shelby, WKSJ/Mobile 
John & Tammy In The Morning, 
   WMAD/Madison 
Roger, Tom & Melissa, WPCV/
   Lakeland 
Steve Lundy, Gina & Craig, 
    KXKT/Omaha 
Kevin & Brenda “Mee In The    
   Morning,” KIZN/Boise 

Small Market Personality/Show 
(metros 101+)  
Barrett, Fox & Berry, 
    KKNU/Eugene, OR  
Bearman & Ken, WUSY/
   Chattanooga, TN  
Dave Richmond, WDWG/Rocky 
   Mount, NC  
Gator & The StyckMan, WGSQ/
    Cookeville, TN  
Rick Stephenson, WFYR/Peoria, IL 

National/Syndicated  
Personality/Show  
Cody Alan, CMT Live  
Kix Brooks, American Country 
    Countdown  
Big D & Bubba  
Blair Garner, After MidNite  
Bob Kingsley, Country Top 40 

Platinum Record Label  
Arista/Nashville 
BNA  
Capitol/Nashville 
MCA/Nashville 
Mercury 

Gold Record Label  
Big Machine  
Broken Bow  
Curb  
Lyric Street  
Show Dog 

Record Label VP/Promotion  
Skip Bishop, Sony Music Nashville & 
   Arista/Nashville  
Kevin Herring, Lyric Street  
Steve Hodges, Capitol/Nashville  
Jack Purcell, Big Machine  
Royce Risser, UMGN 

Record Label National Director/
Promotion  
Buffy Cooper, BNA  
Renee Leymon, Lyric Street  
Jim Malito, Broken Bow  
Mike Rogers, Curb  
Lesly Tyson, Arista/Nashville 

Record Label Regional Director or 
Manager/Promotion  
Charlie Dean, Mercury  
Angela Lange, Capitol/Nashville  
Mandy McCormack, Big Machine  
Mara Sidweber, Bigger Picture  
John Sigler, Arista/Nashville 

Independent Record Promotion 
Team or Promotion Executive  
Rob Dalton, New Revolution  
David Newmark, CO5/Nashville 
Larry Pareigis, Nine North  
Michael Powers, Bigger Picture  
Jeff Solima, Bigger Picture and 
    New Revolution 

“New Face of Country” Professional  
Kris Abrams, KMLE/Phoenix PD  
JD Greene, KEEY/Minneapolis MD  
Mark Medina, KNIX/Phoenix PD  
Chris Miller, WGAR/Cleveland PD  
John O’Connell, WIRK/West Palm 
    Beach PD

CRS has come to represent 
many things in its 41 years 
including education, 
interaction, great music and, 
yes, good times. Country 
Aircheck is proud to partner 
with CRB to add “recognizing 
excellence” to that list.  
Here are the 2010 CRB/CA 
Awards nominees:CRB/Country Aircheck Award Nominees

IN ASSOCIATION WITH



Bill Bailey
Doing It The Listeners’ Way

I was born a radio guy. In the second grade, 
I was walking in downtown Houston with 
my mother, and she said, “Oh, my goodness! 
There’s Ted Nabors!” She introduced me to 
Ted, an announcer on KTRH, and so I started 
listening to him. I thought, “Oh, boy, that was 

something I want to do.” My teacher used to 
play these semi-classical records in class, and I 
would direct the music, which got me noticed 
by the girls. At school programs, I was always 
the announcer.

Management never knew this, but I’d 
have worked for free. At KTEM/Temple, 
TX, I adopted the name “The Lone Wolf.” 
That started the long trip into 
my chemical dependency ... on 
adrenaline. Several years later on 
KTHT/Houston, I worked weekday 
mornings, plus a six-hour morning 
weekend shift. One time I was really 
cooking, and when the guy came 
in at noon to relieve me, I asked 
him, “Don’t you have something to 
do? Let me just take it a little while 
longer!” He looked at me like I was 
nuts. But I loved radio so much that I 
would get on a natural high. 

KIKK was the only Country station 
in town, and everybody looked down 
on us. But all the guys who worked 
at the petrochemical plants along the 
ship channels in Pasadena had their 
radios on KIKK. We had news live at :55, 
rather than at the top of the hour. We had two 
colorful news characters, Richard Dobbyn 
and Milton Alan Graves, and they would say 
[in booming voices], “A-tisket, a-tasket – a 
dead babe in a basket!” And, “This morning, 
he’s under arrest in the city jail. She’s under 
a sheet in the city morgue!” Real sensational 
stuff. The plants would change their 10am 
and 3pm coffee breaks just so they could 
hear our news. We were all characters and 
owned the market.

I’m not a musician, but from the earliest 
days I used to listen to a 15-minute show on 

KTRH/Houston called The Chuck Wagon 
Gang and another called The Hillbilly 
Bandwagon that played Hank Williams and 
Ernest Tubb. To then become part of it and 
to meet these people, it was like a dream 
come true. KIKK and WPLO/Atlanta were 

the two breakout stations in America [for 
new music]. I would guess we programmed 
more stations than anybody before or since. 
We worked the joints – Gilley’s, Dance Town 
USA, the Esquire Ballroom – different clubs 
every night. KIKK is probably the only radio 
station where all three of the broadcast-day 
guys who worked together – Arch Yancey, Joe 

Ladd and me – are in the Hall of Fame. It was 
just a magic time. Faron Young told me once, 
“You gotta let the drunks spit in your face.” 
That’s when they put their arm around you, and 
say, “Oh, God damn, Bailey, I love youuu” and 
slobber on you. They’ll tell you what they like 

and what they don’t like. That was our focus 
group. We didn’t have all the stuff they’ve got 
today. We just listened to our listeners.

Astronaut Pete Conrad and I were friends, and 
when he went to the moon, his friend Charley 
Pride was at Cape Canaveral for the launch. I 
was there, too, and we were staying at a nearby 
Holiday Inn. The night before lift-off, Pete was 
in quarantine at the Cape. It’s raining, and Pride’s 
sittin’ on the bed playing guitar. Pete’s whole 

family is there, all crowded into this double-bed 
room. Suddenly, Pete appears at the door and 
says, “Anybody got a cold?” He had snuck out 
and driven down to see his wife. Charley was 
pickin’, and we were all singing and carryin’ on. 
If NASA had known that, they’d have killed him.

I miss the bully pulpit from being on the 
radio, staying up on current events and things 
happening in the community that you have 
an opinion on. I also miss the money! These 
guys today are making a lot more than we did. 
But it’s always a rush when you’re out at the 
grocery store or service station, and people 
point at you, and say, “That’s Bill Bailey.” 
You feel the “specialness,” whether it’s real or 
imagined, that they bestow upon you. That’s a 
great encouragement.

Being inducted is humbling, and I’m not 
sure I can get through my remarks without 
becoming emotional. My mother was the 
one who said, “You can do this” and got 
me up in high school to be on the radio at 
5:45am. I’m 70 years old and to this day I 
would never do anything to disappoint my 
mother and father. People asked me what 
I wanted to do with my life, and I said, “I 
want to be a man worthy to be a servant at 
my father’s table.” On a plaque over my back 
door at my home it says, “All I want is to 
enter my house justified.” When I first heard 
that line in the movie Ride The High Country, 
I didn’t understand what it was talking about 
– to be proved right, in the Biblical sense, as a 
good man who’s done the right thing. I don’t 
want to be a great man, and I’m not going to 
be. But I want to be a good man. 

Even if I didn’t go into the Hall, I was still 
friends with Ernest Tubb, still sat next to Tex 
Ritter at the CMA board meetings, still was 
there when Bob Wills went into the Country 
Music Hall of Fame, and was in the studio 
with him when [producer/label executive] Paul 
Cohen recorded him. None of that stuff can ever 
be taken away. I don’t need a plaque to show I 
did that; I was there. When the lights are out, 
I’ve got it. But I didn’t do it my way. I did it the 
listeners’ way.                                CAC

A larger-than-life, multiple 
award-winning broadcaster who 
programmed and hosted mornings 
on KIKK/Houston and crosstown 
KENR for more than 20 years, Bill 
Bailey took his name from a DJ who 
suddenly quit, leaving management 
with new jingles already cut and 
needing a successor. Among his 
many accomplishments, Bill led 
250-watt daytimer KIKK to No. 1, 
and arranged for the first Country 
music tapes to travel into outer 
space. Widely regarded for breaking 
countless artists and hits, Bill retired 
from radio in 1982 to successfully run 
for county constable in the Houston 

suburb of Pasadena, where he oversees a staff of 70. A member of the Texas Radio 
Hall of Fame, he still keeps close to the microphone as an announcer for the Houston 
Livestock Show & Rodeo, to which he has lent his voice for 49 years.

My teacher used to play these semi-classical 
records in class, and i would direct the 
music, which got me noticed by the girls.”“

Tanks For The Memories: 
In one of his most famous 
stunts, here’s Bill Bailey 
atop a secretly borrowed Ft. 
Hood battle tank he brought 
in to a sold-out Astrodome 
to seek “revenge” for his 
car, built by friend A.J. Foyt, 
being “kicked out” from an 
Auto Thrill Show demolition 
derby. Bill was “disqualified” 
again and exited the tank 
just before it crushed two 
cars at 35mph, injuring the 
tank crew and Foyt. The 
national story led to an 
apologetic call from alarmed 
Pentagon officials.

Fly Me To The Moon: 
Bill Bailey, shown at top 
left with KIKK’s Arch 
Yancey, Buck Owens and 
Bill’s astronaut friend 
Pete Conrad, prepared 
music tapes, jingles 
and special shows 
from country artists 
for multiple Apollo 
space missions; those 
recordings are archived 
at the Country Music 
Hall of Fame & Museum. 
Thanks to Bill, Bob Wills’ 
“San Antonio Rose” was 
the first Country song 
played from space.

Captive Audience: Here’s Bill 
Bailey with Merle Haggard 
at the Texas Prison Rodeo. 
It was at one of these star-
studded annual fundraisers 
where Bailey, who served as 
an announcer, met his wife, 
Janis, an administrator at 
the prison. Bill says the men 
and women inmates watched 
from opposite sides of the 
arena behind high, barbed 
electrical wire. “I’d call out 
to the men, ‘Say hello to the 
ladies.’ They’d all cheer, and 
I’d say, “Yeah, that’s as close 
as you’re gonna get for the 
next 99 years.”
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Laurie 
DeYoung
A Reverence For Relevance

My parents were very supportive of me 
being in radio. But most are just glad when 
their child is independent, self-sustaining and 
isn’t calling home for money. I grew up in a 
musical home: Mom was a great piano player, 
and Dad was really an excellent communicator. 
One of the philosophies of my show is 
“good music, good conversation.” I grew up 
with the love for music, and also for sitting 
around a meal with people and having a great 
conversation where you feel like you really 

get to know and understand someone. I found 
radio to be this great job that would make use 
of both of those values.

We did car-deer accidents at WSHN, as well 
as 4-H news, people’s funerals, and a bargain 
hotline to sell your washer/dryer. We played 
everything from the Rolling Stones to Perry 

Como, and it was a great introduction to me 
as a fulltime radio job. 

When I left WKLQ to go to San Diego with 
my colleague Rocky Marlowe, there was this 
big media buildup about how my career was 
doing so well. A year later, they came in one 
morning and fired everyone. So it was back to 
Grand Rapids, where I knew I could get work. 
It was humbling to knock on the doors of those 
people and say, “Remember me? The big deal 

who was going to San Diego? I’m back. Got 
work?” We had moved in with my husband’s 
folks. As dear as they were, I’ll tell you, that’ll 
motivate you to get a job.

The last words I said to Rocky before he 
landed at WPOC were, “If it’s a Country station, 
don’t call me,” because I knew nothing about 
the format. As a young woman in radio, men 
were easy to win over. Women were much 
harder; they did not want somebody on the air 
who didn’t know what they were talking about. 
They were ferocious with you if you came off 
being the stupid sidekick. But Rocky knew a 
lot about Country, and that was a real learning 
lesson. The staff weren’t particularly warm to 
us coming in from out of town, as there was 
speculation we were getting the big bucks, 
which certainly in my case wasn’t true. Doug 
Wilson, the PD who hired us, was warm and 

gracious, but didn’t stay long. Then Bob 

Moody came in, and he was a huge supporter 
of me. Bob was a great person to call with the 
news about my being inducted.

When I had a child it totally changed women 
listeners’ acceptance level of me. Before, 
you’re the woman taking time away from 
their DJ or distracting him when he’s on the 
air. There was almost like a sexuality about 
it; it was threatening to them. But once you 
have kids, it puts you on their playing field 

and takes away that element. All of a sudden 
you’re in the women’s club.

Being on the air September 11, 2001 was 
difficult. It’s obviously a moment to connect with 
people about what they’re feeling, but I get very 
emotional about things and was trying the entire 
show not to break down sobbing. Sometimes I 
would crack. I don’t think there’s anything wrong 
with that, but you’re walking a fine line where 
you’re trying to absorb what’s happened while 
on the radio. Recently, a woman called me off-air 
and broke down telling me her husband tried to 
kill himself on Christmas night. I’m genuinely 
amazed at the level of intimacy on which people 
will deal with you. I value that immensely, and 
am always moved by those things.

A funny moment occurred when a guy called in 
so excited because he thought he had won tickets 
to the “Paul Harvey” Show. He and his wife had 
arranged a sitter and gone to dinner to make a 
whole night of it. He came to find out it was for 
the “Fall RV” show! Someone told Paul about 
that, and he actually used it on his broadcast.

When Garth Brooks first came out and we were 
doing some Nashville broadcasts, I remember 
there were stations that wouldn’t talk to him 
because he was a new artist. We did, and always 
have made it a practice to talk with everyone. Not 
because they could be a big star someday, but 
because every person is worth dignity.

Raising three children, I would hear people 
say, “You must get used to morning-show 
hours.” I’d reply, “No, I just get used to being 
sleep-deprived.” I’d be playing a game with 
my child, who would say, “Mom, wake up! 
It’s your turn!” I was never one to go to bed 
at 8pm so I could get up for that early shift. I 
always felt, “I’ll miss half of my family’s life 
if I do that.” Especially as your kids get older 
and when teenagers don’t have any problems 
until 11pm.

This is going to sound crazy, but I used to have 
to be reminded when the ratings were coming 
out. Here’s a motivator for you: when I first got 
here, our former GM told me he didn’t believe 
Country could be No. 1. So the expectation 
was that if you make the top five, we’re happy 
with you. The good part about that was that I 
didn’t feel a lot of pressure. As we continued 
to do better and ended up No. 1, I was just as 
surprised as they were. 

Now I know every week how we’re doing. 
In the PPM world, it’s impossible not to 
think about it because you’re constantly 
being evaluated – so much more than you 
used to be. I don’t think for one second that 
anyone’s bulletproof, certainly not in the 
times we’re living in. This is a great time for 
experimentation: to continue to be fresh, come 
up with different ideas and try something. I 
always want to stay relevant and as accessible to 
as many people as possible.  

The overanalyzing of everything can be just 
paralyzing for people. I have to always remind 
myself that people are drawn to radio because 
there’s something compelling them to listen. 
When you just play music and end up becoming 
like satellite radio, that’s where you’re going 
to lose what makes you unique. I think people 
want to have a relationship; that’s what radio is 
about. People feel like they know you – you’re 
part of their morning and part of their life. CAC

Only the third woman to be inducted 
into the Country Music DJ Hall of Fame 
(and attending the ceremony for the 
first time), Laurie DeYoung first worked 
several years in her native Michigan, 
including stops at WSHN/Fremont and 
Grand Rapids outlets WYGR, WCUZ, 
WLAV and WKLQ. Following a year at 
KBZT/San Diego, in 1985 she arrived at 
WPOC/Baltimore, where she is serving 
her 25th year in mornings. Especially 
talented at interviewing, Laurie’s 
shared the microphone with Johnny 
Cash, Dolly Parton, Kenny Rogers 
and countless others. Her perennially 
strong ratings, ever-relatable 

personality, preparation and social media skills have rightfully earned this onetime 
aspiring actress the accolades of both peers and listeners during her unprecedented run 
on the stage of Country radio’s theater of the mind. 

Stars & Guitars: Over the years, Laurie 
DeYoung has interviewed virtually every 
star in the business, including many of 
the legends, except, for some reason, the 
elusive kd lang. Although she admits to 
being more of a private person, Laurie is 
clearly the huggable type, as shown with 
Johnny Cash (top), Ricky Van Shelton, 
(above) and Keith Urban (right).

This is a great time for experimentation:  
to continue to be fresh, come up with 
different ideas and try something.”“



Rudy 
FeRnandez
Privileged To Help The Community

I was always fascinated with radio. When 
I was younger and we were stationed in 
Spain, Dad and Mom would find me hiding 
during thunderstorms in the closet listening 
to Wolfman Jack and others on Armed Forces 
Radio and Radio Free Europe. I would imitate 

them [Ed. note: very well, too!] In 1973 
we were moved to Carswell Air Force 
Base in Ft. Worth, and at night I’d listen 
to border blasters like X-Rock 80, KOMA/
Oklahoma City and on WLS/Chicago, 
John “Records” Landecker and, signing 
off, Larry Lujack. Our housing was next to 
Gordon McLendon’s KLIF/Dallas. I was 13 
and would ride my bicycle up there. Some 
of the DJs were out back with a bottle of 
wine, sitting on the hoods of their cars. 
This was the hippie era, with long hair and 
bell-bottoms. One of them asked me if I 
was interested in radio, and I 
said, “Sure!” We went in and 
he said, “When this record runs 
out, flip this one on and turn this 
one off.” They showed me what 
the pots were, and I did it. He 
said, “Hey, you’re gonna make 
a jock after all!” And I ended up 
hanging around the station.

I used to mail my aircheck to 
anyone who would listen to me, 
including Ron Chapman and Larry 
Lujack. God knows how many 
airchecks I sent Larry. Along with 
my questions and the cassette, I’d 
include a $5 bill and a self-addressed, 
stamped envelope. And Larry would 
write back, saying things like, “Walk 
around all day, going ‘Uh, uh, uh,’ and 
you’ll quit doing it.” He’d always write, but 
never did send the money back.

The nickname started one day when I was 
around 21 or 22 years old. We had to change a 
tower light on an oil derrick we use at KEAN 
to mount all our Marti antennas, STL, etc. 
There was no one else around, so I had to 
climb up the derrick almost 100 feet to do 

it. When I came down, our then-PD George 
Owens, said, “Now that is fearless. Damn, you 
are Fearless Fernandez!” The name stuck, and 
our GM Benny Springer was happy because 
we saved him a ton of money for not having to 
hire a tower climber.

The West Texas Rehabilitation Center was 
really suffering because the bottom had fallen 
out of the oil boom. The only one who could 
put a deposit on a Mercedes was a pigeon. The 
WTRC, which helps everyone from crippled 
children to adults suffering from strokes, needed 
a fundraiser. I grew up listening to radio stunts, 
and a car dealer needing to draw attention 
offered to suspend a van chained from a crane 
and put me in it “to see what the name Fearless 
is all about.” The idea was that for every car 
sold during the remote, the dealership would 
donate $50 to the center. 

They asked me, “Can you hang up there for 
five days?” I said, “As long as I’ve got food, 
water and a toilet.” So they got me a portable 
RV toilet, and set up an extension cord for the 
Marti and a phone line so I could do my breaks. 
So I’m hanging in the air, when suddenly the 

wind kicked up and a tornado was spotted. 
The weather and visibility was so bad that the 
crane operator, who lived out of town, couldn’t 
drive in. I’m swinging around in the van, and 
couldn’t call anybody because it snapped both 
the power and the phone lines. The GM goes, 
“Oh, crap! Rudy’s still up there.” But that drew 
a lot of attention: the TV stations came out, 
and we’re selling cars and people are putting 
money in the donation basket. We raised 
$20,000 in five days, and did it again two years 
later for the March of Dimes.

We got the Marines and 
a funeral home involved 
in a “Buried Alive So The 
Message Will Survive: 
Don’t Let Drugs Bury You” 
event for a drug awareness 
program for schools in 
1990. I fasted for 24 hours 
before being buried in 
a coffin for another two 
days without anything, 
broadcasting from six 

feet under. Your stomach growls a lot, and 
your head screws with you, too: “What if 
the world comes to an end, and I’m in this 
coffin?” I’m claustrophobic, but if there’s 
a need for it, I’d do it again. I take these 
charities personally.

One time Kenny Chesney came over to 
my house, and I warned him not to sit in 
the recliner, as it wasn’t very stable. He just 
thought I didn’t want him to sit in my chair. I 
told him, “Kenny, it’s broke. Do not pull the 
lever. Kenny, do not lean back in my chair.” 
I’m trying to tell him to not pull the lever, and 
boom! Ass over teakettle, down he goes, face 
down in my living room.

Gap Broadcasting is a great company, 
and President George Laughlin is very much 
a hands-on owner. I’ve got his cell phone 
number. He’ll come into the building, knock 
on my door and say, “Hey, can we talk? I’ve 
got an idea.” Not to knock them, but when was 
the last time any of the Mays brothers or Lew 
Dickey did that?

I still worry every day about losing my job. I 
have this theory that if I can work on-air the last 
day of the year and the first day of the next year, 
I’ll be there the whole year. I still want to go 
to the next level, and am extremely honored to 
be inducted. When I got the news from Coyote 

Calhoun, I cried for two days. These are all 
the guys I’ve looked up to. I’ve worked 
at this trade for years simply because it 
allows me to do good in the community. I 
have a weakness for kids, the elderly and 
animals. For whatever reason, those are 
the ones who can’t help themselves, but 
folks my age can go out, get a job and 
make our communities better. To young 
broadcasters, I’d say to them that we’ve 
been given a privilege and an honor to 
be on the radio. People have opened 
up the door to you to let you into their 
lives. Never forsake that trust. We have to 
remember what the licenses are granted 
for – to serve the community – and I hope 
I’m doing it.                                       CaC

A cancer survivor and born with one arm, KEAN/
Abilene, TX PD Rudy “Fearless” Fernandez 
is not only one of the most courageous 
people you’ll ever meet, he’s also all about 
giving back. Serving as the city’s Emergency 
Communications Director, Rudy is known 
for bringing awareness to important causes 
on a grand scale. His trademark is, perhaps, 
forsaking comfort and even his own safety to 
help raise funds for those in need. A devoted 
father of eight, Rudy continually generates 
high ratings book after book, yet embraces his 
competition for events like the St. Jude Jam. 

Beloved by his fellow citizens in Abilene, Rudy has, even before his induction, already 
earned the enduring respect of his broadcast peers, label executives and artists.

“What if the world comes to an end, 
and I’m in this coffin? But if there’s  

a need for it, I’d do it again.” ”“
MY HEROES HAVE ALWAYS 
BEEN COWBOYS: KEAN/
Abilene PD Rudy Fernandez 
was once a recording artist 
himself, and that’s just one 
of the things that bonds him 
to the stars, who sometimes 
hang out with him at home 
(see story). Here’s Rudy with 
Garth Brooks, Clay Walker 
and Shenandoah.
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Cy 
Blumenthal 
(1913-1983)
Country’s Modern Trailblazer

Son-in-law (and former KCKN & KFKF 
senior account executive) Steve April:
I was in Brooklyn when my Navy stint was 
over in 1961, and getting work was difficult. 
Cy offered me a job as a “salesman recruit” in 
Kansas City and my wife, Edie, Cy’s daughter, a 

job as traffic manager. He said, “You don’t know 
a damn thing about radio or sales, but in 30 days 
you’ll be pretty good.” He handed me a stack of 
past-due bills and said, “In the next three months, 
I want you to collect these. I’m not going to tell 
you how, just go do it.” By God, I did get most of 
it. Cy knew if I could do that, I could learn to be a 
good salesperson. I did, and he was right.

Cy taught me the rudiments and nuances 
of country music, how important the lyrics 
were and how the audience listens to the story 
in the song. That carried over to listening 
to the stories in the commercials, many of 
which were ad-libbed. Cy never belittled other 
stations or gave a damn what they did; he only 
cared about what our station 

did and how to make it better. Cy had a passion 
for everything, and it was inherent in his 
makeup to do things right.

One time, a guy from Memphis opening 
up some motels called to buy overnight spots, 
offering a lot of stock in his company instead of 

cash, but Cy ultimatley said no. The little motel 
company turned out to be Holiday Inn! But Cy 
probably was the most brilliant businessman 
I’ve ever run across. He could think five steps 
ahead of anybody else, which made him a 
fantastic businessman and a hell of a card 
player! That gave him an enormous advantage. 
Beyond that, Cy was tremendously charismatic, 
with a booming voice and great laugh.

Some of Cy’s announcers at other 
stations had gone to hell in a handbag: 
alcoholics, gamblers, but they had talent 
or did at one time. It was not unusual for 
Cy to bring ‘em out to KCKN and tell 
[PD] Ted Cramer to put ‘em on the air. 

Cy once brought to K.C. a major D.C. 
advertiser who’d gone bankrupt. He set 
him up in business, gave him a great rate 
on the station and said, “Make your life a 
success.” And he did this with salespeople, 
too. Cy was just a huge-hearted guy.

Former longtime KCKN PD Ted Cramer, 
now on-air at KFKF:
Cy was a good businessman with a lot of faith in 
country music and about the viability of the format 
to sustain a chain of stations. That in and of itself 
made him a pioneer. In its first year as Country, 
KCKC was successful, but in 1958 a lot of the 
country music was crossover Top 40 hits – Elvis 
Presley, Carl Perkins, the Everly Brothers. Country 
stations were taking a beating from these big 
fulltime Top 40 stations. So, in 1959, Cy decided 
to turn all of his stations Top 40, and I came in 
from across town.

Some of Cy’s stations were daytimers and didn’t 
do well against their Top 40 fulltime competitors, 
and country music was changing; there was a new 
wave of artists on the way. So after a year, Cy 
decided to go back to Country. Most of the Top 40 
staff left, and as I was the only one with Country 
experience, they told me to get the format on the 
air. That was a really terrific moment because I had 
decided to keep some of the production values we 
had used in Top 40: a lot of quick production, good 
voices, etc. We went on with a high-powered, fast-
paced presentation, and became one of the first, if 
not the first, modern Country stations. Cy liked what 
we were trying to create. He held the belief, “What 
can we do to make your job easier, to help you 

win?” He gave me total backing, saying, “Go to it, 
Sonny!,” and it took hold immediately. At the time, 
we didn’t know the station was as progressive as it 
was and the trails we were blazing. We were just 
having a good time. I loved Cy ... he was very, 
very good to me.

Former longtime KCKN personality 
“Uncle” Don Rhea:
In 1962, KCKN was Countrypolitan under 
Ted Cramer, but he had [temporarily] left, 
and during that brief period [venerable K.C. 
broadcaster] Harry Becker was PD. At that time 
I was OM at KENS (now KKYX)/San Antonio. 
Harry and I had run three stations, and I was 
set to bring him in at KENS, when the station 
was suddenly sold. When I told Harry what 
had happened, he said, “Come work for me as 
morning man!” But Cy personally approved my 
being hired, and at the top of the union scale. 
You can imagine this guy no one’s ever heard 
of, walking in to do the prime shift. Half the 
staff didn’t talk to me for three months. 

Cy had the vision to get away from the 
barnyard follies and hayseed [style of Country 
radio that prevailed then]. His company was one 
of the best to work for, and he was a wonderful, 
nice man – a real pro who knew what he was 
doing and how he was going to get there.

Daughter (and early KCKN Traffic 
Manager) Edie April:
Everyone called him “Mr. B,” and it was his 
success as a salesman that enabled him to 
become a successful entrepreneur. He’d say, 
“Selling advertising is like selling butter and 
eggs. You offer the best product at the best 
price.” I always think, too, that this mindset also 
applied to the station programming. He always 
wanted to give his listeners the very best product 
in music and on-air personalities. My only 
regret is that my mom and dad aren’t around 
to accept this honor, but if Dad were, I know 
he’d gratefully acknowledge the contribution 
to his success made by his employees – the 
managerial, office, sales, engineering, on-air – 
and most of all, by the appreciation and loyalty 
of the country music audience.                   CaC

Starting with WARL/Arlington, VA in 1951, former 
grocery store operator Cy Blumenthal created Country 
radio’s first large-market station group, later adding 
WCMS/Norfolk, WHMS/Memphis, WABB/Mobile and 
KCKN/Kansas City. In 1960, “Countrypolitan” KCKN 
became a pioneering “modern Country” station, and 
three years later, KCKN-FM (now KFKF) debuted as a 
simulcast. Among those Cy helped during his career 
of owning “The Family Stations” were WARL GM Ray 

Armand, entertainer Jimmy Dean, beloved comptroller Margaret Mayers, future 
WCMS owner George Crump, founding CMA President/station owner Connie B. Gay, 
and personalities including eventual Country DJ Hall of Famers Ted Cramer, “Uncle” 
Don Rhea, Joe Hoppel and Don Owens. 

Cy’s legacy was “doing it right”: he invested in his properties, loved his staff and 
let the local pros do their jobs. Over time, Cy sold his stations, the last being the K.C. 
combo in 1965 to Danny Kaye and Lester Smith. According to legend, Cy’s card-playing 
skills came in handy during some rough patches when it was hard to make payroll.

Radio is a piece of cake: Owner Cy Blumenthal used to say radio was a 
simple business, and here are some key folks to prove it. Celebrating 
someone’s birthday circa 1963 at his KCKN/Kansas City (actually in a 
house). From left: PD Ted Cramer, a DJ believed to be Jim Clark, morning 
man “Uncle” Don Rhea, KCKN sales exec Steve April, an unidentified staffer 
and GM Glen George. At right, Cy Blumenthal (far right) and then-GM Ed 
Charles (circa 1962, far left) with agency personnel going bumper-sticker 
crazy over KCKN. At top are Cy and his wife Hannah.

“ ”
Cy was a good businessman with a lot of 

faith in country music and about the viability 
of the format to sustain a chain of stations.

—Former longtime KCKN PD Ted Cramer
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Growing up in Miami, I was always interested 
in radio. During a hurricane one day, I put on 
my yellow slicker, went outside with a spoon 
as a microphone, and reported on what was 
happening.  I was the MC in my junior high 
school band (which later included Bobby 

Caldwell) and in 1969, a few of us in our high 
school theater group got permission to start 
a rock station during lunch. We went into the 
office to the console that could send audio to 
each classroom, and cued up eight-track tapes to 
the songs we wanted to play. Seconds after we 
started, the principal came out, yelling “Turn it 
off!” We were blasting “Crossroads” by Cream 
into his office and had forgotten to switch off 
his speaker.  So my close friend Mark Elfenbein 
[later as broadcaster Mark Stevens, who passed 
away recently] suggested setting up equipment 
in the back of the theater department and running 
wires to speakers in the cafeteria. We didn’t tell 
anyone who we were “on the air,” even using 
fake names. It went great for almost two weeks, 
when the activities director came to me and said, 
“OK, we know it’s you! And it’s pretty 
good, but you have to operate through 
our auspices.” So my start in radio was 
actually a kind of pirate station.

I got a job tip about doing overnights 
at automated Beautiful Music WOCN/
Miami at a Sheraton on Key Biscayne 
– a luxury location compared to many 
radio stations we’ve all worked in. 
I thought, “This must be the way all 
radio stations are.” The manager asked, 
“Do you have your FCC license?” I 
hadn’t taken the test, but said I had and 
was just waiting for the results. So right 
after the interview, I ran out to take it, 
passed, and was hired. They asked, “On 
weekends, you have to cut up the UPI audio for 
the newscasts, and write intros. You’ve done all 
that before, right?” “Yeah, yeah, no problem.” 
I didn’t even know how to type. My first night, 
I was just terrible, in way over my head. I went 
home at dawn and my mom asked “How did it 
go?” I started to cry, bawling, “They’re going to 
fire me.” But they didn’t, and I survived.

Right after high school, a job opportunity came 
up to take rock FM station WWOM/New Orleans 
to Top 40. I drove there with three other kids who 
would work there, too. Four shifts, no part-timers, 
no other employees that we ever saw – except 
for a guy who brought us the log every couple 

of days. I was doing afternoon drive, but had 
never been on the air except to do legal IDs for 
WOCN, and I was awful. One day, a truck full 
of refrigerators and washer/dryers that had been 
traded out arrived, and we put them all in the 
sales department. We got bomb threats from Day 
One, because the hippies were mad for taking 
away their free-form rock and playing “A-B-C” 
by the Jackson 5 every hour. For a month, it was 
crazy: long hours, no adult supervision, drinking 
hurricanes every night. One night the audio 
console caught fire, and the overnight guy who 
was there couldn’t tell if he was still on. The PD 
told him to take the station off the air because we 
needed an engineer. And the next morning a big, 
ugly guy came in and fired all of us without pay; 

a melee broke out and nearly fisticuffs. Finally, 
we packed up and drove back to Miami, and 
eventually were paid about $175 for the month.

My first Country jobs were at WGMA/Hollywood, 
FL and the big competitor WWOK. I loved Country 

because my dad would listen to WWOK in his 
pickup. Glynn Walden was our chief engineer [later 
head of engineering at CBS Radio], and I got into 
the technical side of radio from talking with him. Cy 
Russell was an amazing GM and a real character. 
One time I used the word “nookie” on the air, and 
got dragged into Cy’s office with a listener who’d  
actually come down to the station to complain. In 
front of the guy, Cy gave me a real verbal beating. I 
apologized profusely, and as the guy got up to leave 
and looked away, Cy winked at me, and afterwards 
said, “Listen, kid, just don’t say that again.”

My first PD gig was at WTCR-AM/
Huntington, WV, a ramshackle building on a 
dirt lot that used to be a shipping office for a 
trucking company. There was a big hole under 
the console we had to put a board over at night, 
or the studio would be full of bugs the next 

morning. I crawled under there one day when 
the AC went out, and there was a giant pile of 
beer bottles guys had been drinking while on 
the air and thrown down through the hole!

WWOK PD Mal Harrison was a great 
programmer, and I later worked for Ted 
Cramer there, too. That’s where I discovered 
I wanted to be a PD, to put it all together. 
I also studied under mentors Larry Grogan 
at WFMS/Indianapolis and Dale Weber at 
WDGY/Minneapolis, who showed me the 
parts and pieces of a station, and later with 

[Susquehanna Presidents] Art Carlson 
and Dave Kennedy, who showed me 
what leadership looked like.

One time at Emmis/New York I 
was having a great conversation 
with someone in the kitchen about 
the business. She came back later and 
apologized for not knowing I was the 
GM. To me, that was always the highest 
compliment – that she thought I was 
just somebody who worked there. I 
had accepted the role of leadership and 
was proud of it. But rather than being 
known as the guy in charge, it was 
more important to me to just be part of 
something being accomplished.

The two most exciting times for me were, 
first, at WTCR when I got my first book as 
PD and we had the biggest share the station 
had ever had. I ran around the building, proud 
and thrilled. I had the same feeling in my 
heart when Lon Helton told me I was being 
inducted. To be recognized for something you 
love as much as I love radio, means the world 
to me. It’s not what you’ve done, it’s how 
you’ve done it – to me, that’s what this honor 
is all about.                                             CAC

Renowned as a programmer, group VP, 
market manager,  and technologist, Dan 
Halyburton epitomizes the versatile radio 
executive, exemplified by countless success 
stories: WDGY/ Minneapolis, WQAM/Miami, 
WFMS/Indianapolis, KPLX/Dallas (first as a 
turnaround with Hall of Famer Bobby Kraig 
and later as the daring Wolf with now-CMT 
President Brian Philips), Susquehanna  
SVP/GM Group Operations,  Emmis/
New York VP/MM  and now as President 
of RadioTime. Those achievements are 
matched only by his reputation as a mentor 
and thought leader, including roles as CMA 
President and Chairman. Dan’s induction 

into the Country Radio Hall of Fame coincides with his 40th year in broadcasting, 
which, as you’ll read, started with some enterprising experiences.

It’s not what you’ve done, 
it’s how you’ve done it”“

HIT MAN: Although he’s an unabashed 
country music fan, Dan Halyburton will 
tell you he’s never sought to get close 
to the artists. However, numerous 
performers have reached out to him over 
the years, including John Denver, (top 
left, taken in Dan’s KPLX days in the 
early ’90s) and all dressed up with Mel 
Tillis (above), back in 1978. (At right) 
Dan with his wife Kristy before the 2007 
N.Y.C. Halloween Parade.

Dan 
Halyburton
 Being Part Of The Accomplishment
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Mike 
HaMMond
 An Inner Sense Of Excellence

I grew up on a farm way back in the 
mountains ... an original Tennessee hillbilly. 
Our family would gather around to listen to 
the Grand Ole Opry on Saturday nights, and 
so I became aware of Country music at a 
very young age. My grandmother had always 
wanted to go to the Opry, but she and my 
grandfather never got their driver’s licenses 

and it was a long, two-lane road to Nashville 
in those days. When I worked at WKDF/
Nashville back in the early ‘70s, I had the 
chance to take them. For my grandparents to 
be able to see Roy Acuff, Minnie Pearl, Porter 
Wagoner and all the people they’d heard all 
those years was really special.

My sights were set on being a lawyer; I 
didn’t want to do farm work the 
rest of my life. And I never thought 
I would get into radio. But I was 
in 4-H, and at 15 got involved in 
speech contests and oratorical things 
through that and the Optimists Club. 
The manager of local AM daytimer 
WMCH/Churchill, TN heard me one 
day. She came up and said, “I was 
wondering if you had ever thought 
about being on the radio.” I said, 
“Well, no, I haven’t.” She said, “I 
have a weekend slot open if you’d be 
interested.” I said, “OK,” went down 
there and she hired me!

The PD showed me the control 
board that first day and said, “I’m 
going to go get breakfast. Good luck!” 
And then he left. I was sitting there 
by myself; there was a lot of dead air that day. 
But I learned the board quickly, and when he 
came back I asked him, “Why did you leave 
me? I didn’t know what I was doing. I know 
it sounded awful.” He said, “Well, that’s the 
only way you learn; you gotta do it. I knew if 
I stayed here with you, you’d rely on me, but 
I’ll bet you know how to do the board now.” 
I’d work after school until sign-off, playing the 
Supremes, Beach Boys, Rolling Stones and the 
Beatles. One of the great things about being 

on the radio as a teenager is that you never had 
to worry about getting a date. I earned $1.60 
an hour, and to get a paycheck was one of the 
grandest things.

I came to the University of Tennessee, decided 
broadcasting would be my degree, and started 
working in Knoxville radio part-time before 

WIVK. James Dick was the owner at WIVK, and 
he gave me an opportunity to grow, which means 
I made a lot of mistakes. My first job was to 
create a news department. I told Mr. Dick I didn’t 
know anything about it, and he said, “Well, we’ll 
teach you.” Sure enough, they did. 

A life-changing thing happened to me 
in 1974, just after we started the news 

department. We had gotten some two-way 
equipment, and tornadoes came through, 
destroying a town about 45 minutes away. We 
drove down there to do some interviews, and 
police directed us to a church where people 
had gone. Down in the basement there were 
probably 150 people and you could hear a 
pin drop. They were huddled around a radio, 

listening to that person talk about what had 
happened. I was thinking, “The only thing 
these people have in order to know what’s 
going on outside this building is the guy on 
that radio.” Those people were scared to death; 
they didn’t know if they had anything left. I 
knew then I had an important job. I left that 
building with a renewed sense of commitment 
about what we owe to our community.

My life changed again in 1980 when Mr. 
Dick came to me and said, “I want you to 
be my program director.” I said, “Well, I’ve 
never been a PD.” And again, he told me, 
“We’ll teach you.” Mr. Dick sensed in me 
a love, energy and passion for wanting to 
get it done right because I really believe in 
a standard of excellence. There also was a 
creativity I felt I could bring to the job, and 
our news department had done well. I’m just 
thankful he gave me the opportunity.

I was very young and dealing with 
a seasoned airstaff including Claude 
Tomlinson, [former GM] Bobby Denton 

and [current GM] Ed Brantley. But I learned 
that as long as I was helping them reach 
their goals, rather than them helping me 
reach mine, it would work. And alcohol 
helped! (Laughs). We have a tight bond 
here, and my philosophy has always been 
letting them be themselves while providing 
whatever coaching and training I can. Instead 

of spending time in front of a computer, 
spend it in front of your staff. I genuinely 
enjoy people, and if I can help someone win 
an award, be successful or get their ratings 
bonus, that really excites me because I see the 
hard work and dedication they put in off the 
air. Once I hang it up here, I really would like 
to teach.

Helping arrange Neyland Stadium for 
Kenny Chesney back in ‘03 was probably the 
most special time for me, and I know it was 
for him. Kenny had come by and told me 
one of his dreams was to play there. I asked 
him, “If I can help, will you do it?” Kenny 
said, “Man, you work it out, I’ll play.” I got 
a commitment from the city to shut down 
roads around the stadium for a street party. 
A university presentation was made, and 
although a stadium show had not happened 
since Michael Jackson in 1983, UT Athletic 
Director Doug Dickey said, “Let’s do it!” I 
thought I was going to wet my pants. Kenny 
brought in Keith Urban, Rascal Flatts and 
Brooks & Dunn, and the rest is history. 
Backstage, I was told Kenny wanted me 
to introduce him. I said, “I’ve got our air 
talent here for that.” They said, “No, he 
wants you.” Oh, my gosh, there’s 60,000 
people out there. But I went out there, and 
said, “Folks, it’s time for Kenny Chesney!” 
and I mean, it erupted.

I did not expect to be inducted. When R.J. 
Curtis called to tell me, I got choked up; it was 
about 30 seconds before I could even talk. This 
means everything to me ... to have your peers 
say you should be recognized with the people 
on that wall – a little boy from Churchill, 
Tennessee – it’s unbelievable.                  CaC

CMA, ACM, CRS, Marconi, Edward R. Murrow, 
Associated Press – you name the award, 
WIVK/Knoxville has earned it. While Director/
Operations & PD Mike Hammond will defer these 
accolades to his talented team, he deserves 
much of the credit for the honors and the 20-
share ratings WIVK consistently generates 
from its top personalities, distinguished news 
coverage and tireless community service 
including being one of the first St. Jude 
supporters. The Country music industry also 
owes a tremendous debt to Mike as a supporter 
of new artists. These are just a few reasons why 

the 30-year station veteran has helped keep WIVK No. 1 for 106 straight books – a 
distinguished individual track record that’s unlikely to ever be matched.

The PD showeD me The conTrol boarD  
ThaT firsT Day anD saiD, ‘i’m going To  

go geT breakfasT. gooD luck!’ ”“
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Hammond It Up: As Mike Hammond likes 
to say, “back when I had hair” (top left), 
here’s the portrait of the broadcaster as a 
young man” on-air at WIVK. In addition to 
programming WIVK, Hammond has served 
many years as the courtside announcer 
for UT Lady Vols basketball, partly for fun 
and also out of his respect for one of his 
“standard of excellence” influences, Hall 
of Fame coach Pat Summit (right). East 
Tennessee native Kenny Chesney owes 
a lot of his success to Hammond and 
WIVK, and brought him a plaque (above) 
commemorating his sales success. 
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“Over a plate of chicken fajitas here in Nashville, I introduced 
Kix and Ronnie and suggested they hang out and write,” 
says former Arista/Nashville President Tim DuBois. “I was 
struggling to find a duo and had demos from both Kix and 
Ronnie, though they had never met one another. Within three 
weeks of the introduction, they brought me ‘Brand New Man.’ 
It was the first song they ever wrote together, it ended up being 
their first single and ultimately their first No. 1. The minute 
I heard that song, I knew this was going to work and offered 
them a deal on the spot. It wasn’t automatic, though. While I 
was trying to convince them to sign the deal, they were still 
trying to figure out if it was really going to work.” 

“We were out in California, and it was really my first run 
with the guys,” says manager Clarence Spalding. “This was 
18 years ago. We were opening for Reba and I got on the 
bus. The guys were in the back playing video games. I said, 
‘You guys want a beer?’ They said, ‘Sure.’ So I go up to the 
front lounge and, well, there’s not any. So I get off the bus 
and go into catering to get them some. The bus driver asked 
if everyone was ready to go, and they thought I was in the 
front lounge. So when I came back, the bus was gone. They 
left me! I look up and I can see it a mile away in traffic. I’m 
screaming in the phone to the tour manager, and Kix quotes 
it all the time: ‘This is the most f’ed up thing I’ve ever been 
a part of.’ And I can remember thinking to myself, ‘I’m never 
going to stay here.’ Well, they turned the bus around. They 
were apologizing out the ass, and then they started laughing. 
So now there’s this 18-year story. If somebody says, ‘I don’t 
want anybody to leave me on the road.’ They’ll say, ‘Ask him. 
We’ll leave your ass in a heartbeat.’”

“During CRS in 1991, while everyone was on the RCA 
Boat, Tim DuBois and Allen Butler invited a small group of 
landlubbers to a studio to hear a new duo about to release 

their first single,” recalls 
Regent VP/Programming 
Bob Moody. “Brooks & 
Dunn were there with us 
as we were played tracks 
from their forthcoming 
album. When Ronnie sang 
‘I saw the light, I’ve been 
baptized...’ I turned to 
[then-manager] Bob Titley 
and said, ‘I wonder what 
the Baptists will think of 
that!’ Years later, I asked 
Bob if he remembered 
what I had said in 
the studio that night. 
‘Remember it?! I worried 
about it every single day 
up until ‘Brand New Man’ 
hit No. 1!’”

“When we were on 
the second single from 
Brand New Man, I was 
in Fargo, ND with the guys 
doing a listener appreciation show for KVOX,” says former 
Arista regional Denise Nichols. “The act was just starting to 
pop, and people were beginning to know who these guys were; 
it was feeling really good. We’re at the venue, and the station 
guys showed up to meet them. They had these shirts that said, 
‘KVOX Welcomes Garth Brooks & Holly Dunn,’ but with the 
‘Garth’ and ‘Holly’ crossed out! Their original story was that 
they thought they had booked Garth and Holly and had the 
t-shirts already printed and didn’t have the budget to reprint. As 
the record rep, I had my own ‘Artie Fufkin’ moment. Of course, 

it was all in good fun, and Kix and Ronnie got a good laugh out 
of it. That show was the first time I really got a sense of what 
was happening for them. The arena held 3,000 people, but they 
were hanging from the rafters, screaming and singing along 

CRB Lifetime Achievement Award

Brooks & Dunn
 The numbers are staggering: 26 ACM awards, 17 CMA 
awards, three American Music Awards, two Grammys, 20 
No. 1 singles and tens of millions of albums sold. Add to that 
one more accolade – the CRB Career Achievement Award. 
 For nearly 20 years, Kix Brooks and Ronnie Dunn have 
tirelessly made some of the most beloved and recognizable 

country music ever heard on the radio, and their songs have 
even been used for political campaigns on both sides of 
the aisle. As the duo prepare for their The Last Rodeo Tour, 
which hits the road this summer, Country Aircheck asked 
some of the most important players in the duo’s career from 
both radio and records to reflect on their success and how 
they changed our musical landscape. And there’s no better 
place to begin than with the man who started it all.

Hard Workin’ Men

One Decade In The Books: Time passes quickly when 
you’re with friends, and here is Kix Brooks at an event 
with 2007 Country Radio Hall of Fame inductee and 
Regent Communications VP/Programming Bob Moody 
(then VP/Country for McVay Media) with his wife Karen, 
taken in 2001.
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to every song! After the show, the guys signed autographs for 
everyone who wanted one. I think I left the venue around 2am, 
and they were still there signing. It was an amazing night and a 
glimpse of what was about to unfold.” 
 
“A significant number of today’s headlining stars started 
as opening acts for Brooks & Dunn,” Bob Titley, the duo’s 
longtime former manager, points out. “They both beat their 
brains out in clubs for years, so when they started headlining 
they always kept an eye out for young talent. They came to my 
office raving about a kid named Keith Urban playing a little 
club in Nashville, later putting him on the tour. I remember 
when Faith Hill did a 20-minute opening set as the third act 

on the show. The list they gave a boost to is very long, and 
Kix and Ronnie insisted their opening acts be treated with 
respect. They weren’t to be squeezed into a corner of the stage 
or unfairly limited in their production. B&D were confident 
enough in their show to not feel insecure about having a great 
act open for them.”

“A few weeks after the guys played the Kentucky State Fair in 
1992, I was in Coffeyville, KS for a high school class reunion,” 
begins WAMZ/Louisville PD Coyote Calhoun. “I was getting 
ready to drive to Tulsa to catch my flight back home when, 
lo and behold, Brooks & Dunn’s bus pulls up! They were 
scheduled to play the Inter-State Fair & Rodeo in Coffeyville 
that day. They invited me up on the bus to chat for awhile, and 
then I realized the bus had been moving. After I asked where we 
were headed, they guys explained we were on our way to the 
venue and thanked me in advance for emceeing the show. I told 
them they must’ve had a lapse in memory because this wasn’t 
Louisville and I don’t think whoever was scheduled to do the 
stage work in Coffeyville would be too happy if I showed up. 
Besides, I had to get my ass back to Tulsa for my flight asap! 
We were a long way from Louisville.”

 

“Brooks & Dunn were performing in Nevada when I was 
the Operations Manager at Clear Channel in Las Vegas,” says 
Albright & O’Malley’s Jaye Albright. “I brought a bunch of 
listener winners from the station to meet the guys, but we were 
stopped by the tour manager and told there was no type of meet 
‘n’ greet that night. I asked if he could at the very least go back 
and explain that these listeners were promised a trip backstage 
and whatever Kix and Ronnie decide, I’m good with. Within 30 
seconds, a voice from a dressing room yelled, ‘Jaye Albright 
and some listeners from KWNR?! Well, get on back here!’ The 
guys were just the best, and the listeners were so excited. The 
truth with Kix and Ronnie is if you ever want to get to them in 
any way, just tell them you have some country fans with you. 
They’re a couple of guys who’ve always loved the fans, they 
give them more than their money’s worth in concert and they’ve 

given us some great music over these 
many, many years.” 

    “The guys were playing after 
the rodeo at the old coliseum in 
1992,” WGAR/Cleveland MD 
Chuck Collier says. “They were 
largely unknown to the crowd and 
only a few hundred of the 10,000 
that were at the rodeo stayed for the 
show, but what a show it was! My 
kids and I met the guys, and it was 
such a fun night. None of us knew 
how huge they’d be! It’s been a 
great run for Ronnie and Kix, and I 
wish them nothing but the best and 
a big ‘thank you’ for all the music. 
I look forward to seeing them at 
one more rodeo this summer!” 

 

“It was three weeks after 9/11,” says former WXTU/
Philadelphia PD Bob McKay. “It was our first-ever Philly 
Chili Cook-Off and the headliners included Brooks & 
Dunn, Martina McBride, Keith Urban, Montgomery Gentry 
and Phil Vassar. The nation was still in deep mourning 
and disbelief, and the thought of canceling the event was 
certainly discussed. Instead, we decided to make the show a 
celebration of America. We invited firefighters from FDNY 
as well as Philly fire companies who responded to NYC, 
introducing them onstage. It was truly an American event – 
Kix even jumped into the audience draped in the American 
flag. It was literally a sight to behold, but the best was yet to 
come. I made arrangements for each artist to stay until the 
end of the show for an a capella performance of ‘God Bless 
America.’ At the conclusion of the Brooks & Dunn encore, 
Martina appeared with a mic, followed by the rest of the 
performers and the firefighters. This collection of superstars, 
the flags in the audience and onstage, the crowd singing 
along ... it was a truly unforgettable memory that was burned 
into all of us. Kix and Ronnie were the impetus for making 
this happen and for that, I and a grateful nation say, ‘Thanks 
for the memories!’”

“They’re very different people,” Spalding says. “But they’re 
similar in that they both like trying different things. They’re 
not afraid of it. They were like, ‘Let’s do it.’ You weren’t afraid 
to bring them ideas. We might all laugh at it like, ‘How stupid 
is that?’ I wish we had a documentary camera filming through 
the years as we were designing sets. ‘It costs how much to 
create a tornado onstage?’ And they’re super-talented. Some of 
the biggest songs – ‘Brand New Man,’ ‘Red Dirt Road’ – they 
wrote together. It’s an odd blend of two guys who really wanted 
solo careers who came together. I don’t think they thought 
it was going to last. Now they look back and they’ve been 
together 20 years.”

“When I was in Miami for surgery in 2005, the guys said 
they would send one of their buses down to bring me back 
to Nashville because I was in no shape to fly commercial,” 
remembers former Arista VP/Promotion Bobby Kraig. 
“Instead of sending a bus, they and Alan Jackson arranged 
for a private jet to pick me up. They even had a seat removed 
to accommodate my wheelchair. Thinking back, I’m not sure 
what I would have done to get home. That’s the kind of guys 
they are – always thinking of anything they can do to help 
out. Kix and Ronnie are among the most caring, loyal and 
intelligent artists I have ever worked with. They worked their 
asses off, not only on their music, but they also do an amazing 
job working with radio. They ‘get it.’ They knew to ensure 
their own success they need to help radio succeed, and they 
didn’t whine about it. There’s nothing artificial about these 
guys. It’s been a quick 20 years.”              CAC

OK, Who’s Buying? Celebrating is bound to 
happen when you’ve got (at right) Ronnie Dunn, 
Alan Jackson, then-Arista VP/Promotion Bobby 
Kraig and Kix Brooks together following the 2002 
ACM Awards. Brooks & Dunn won the Top Vocal 
Duo/Top Vocal Duet/Top Vocal Duo category for 
15 consecutive years through 2007, as well as the 
Home Depot Humanitarian Award for 2006, among 
other honors. Above: Kix and Ronnie bookend 
then-WXTU/Philadelphia personality Cadillac Jack 
and PD Bob McKay during a visit to the station.

CRB Lifetime Achievement Award

Hey 19: 1997 was a big year for Brooks & Dunn, who in late 
summer released their quadruple-platjnum Greatest Hits 
Collection featuring 19 smash singles. Here are Kix Brooks, 
then-Arista/Nashville President Tim DuBois and Ronnie 
Dunn at CMA Fan Fair that June. 
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I grew up in Detroit, and one reason I got 
interested in radio is because it’s such a great 
radio town, especially for a kid in his teens 
during the era of Motown and the Beatles. 
Three guys were appointment listening for me: 
Dick Purtan (WXYZ), Tom Clay (CKLW) and 
Johnny Randall, also on WXYZ, who I thought 
was the smoothest-sounding disc jockey ever.

The debate club did a presentation at the 
one PTA meeting my mother ever attended in 
her life. I was 15 at the time. She came home 
and told me, “The debate team was pretty cool. 
That would be something you would be good 
at.” She died that summer, and I vowed that 
when I got back to school I’d look into it. I got 
involved in “forensics” – speechmaking – and 
won a contest for reading John Brown’s Body. 
My prize was an engraved dictionary from the 
Detroit News. I carried it with me for almost 
50 years until it was lost in a fire last year. The 
speech teacher said, “You have a good voice; 
you should look into radio.” I had wanted to be 
an attorney, but that would mean six or seven 
years of school. A disc jockey is pretty much 
about whether you can put a sentence together. 
So I figured out which was easiest [laughs], 
and at age 19 got my first fulltime job from 
Ross Biederman at WMBN/Petoskey, MI. 

Married with a kid making $2.10 an hour, 
I did 3pm to signoff at 11:30pm or so. It was a 
tough putt for a young kid; I worked 10 hours 
of overtime per week to help make ends meet. 
Soon, a fraternity brother, Bob Osborn, who 
was working at suburban Detroit Country 
station WSDS/Ypsilanti, called with a noon-
3pm opening at $125 per week, and I also 
worked at WPAG/Ann Arbor, trying to make 
whatever I could.

I went to my first CRS after becoming PD 
and morning guy at WSDS at age 21. It was 
the first time I’d been on an airplane. In those 
days, they had somebody pick you up at the 
airport, and I have never felt more comfortable 
or more welcomed in my life than I did at that 
first Seminar. It was important to them that 
you were there and that you got out of it what 
you expected to. It built a love for the Seminar 
in me absolutely instantly. “Belly up to the 
registration table and we’ll get you all taken 
care of,” they said. And then RCA took us to 
see Elvis at MTSU. It felt like the coolest place 
to be. 

At WSDS, I did something I didn’t know 
was wrong, coming from a 500-watt daytimer 
in Ypsilanti: I entered the Billboard Country 

Disc Jockey of the Year contest. I ended up as 
one of the five finalists among personalities 
from big cities. Based on that, I got a 7pm-
midnight job at KLAK/Denver, where I met 
overnighter Lon Helton. That was one of my 
truly lucky days of my life, as we became fast 
friends. Lon is my biggest cheerleader, and one 
of three people I’ve met in the business whom 
I don’t want to disappoint because they’ve 
been so encouraging and supportive.

Another one of those three has been Ed 
Salamon. I met Ed at a Billboard convention 
in New Orleans around 1976 when I was PD/
mornings at WWVA/Wheeling, WV. I walked 
up to him, cleared my throat and said, “My 
name’s Charlie Cook, and I know you used 
to be from Pittsburgh. I’m from Wheeling. If 
you let me hang around with you, I think I’ll 
probably learn something.” He looked at me 
and nodded, “Yeah, sure!”

I don’t think I left Ed’s side for the entire 
weekend. I’d walk him to his room, and would 
be there in the morning when he came out. I 
basically stalked him. I ate meals with him, 
sat next to him at the panels, and listened to 
everything he said. He was so welcoming to 
me. About six months afterwards, I called 
him to discuss an offer I had received to go 
to WCOP/Boston. Ed said, “Just wait. Don’t 
take that job.” A few months later, he called 
and said, “I’ve got a job for you here in New 
York at WHN!” I went from Wheeling, WV 
to New York City as his Asst. PD and one or 
two shifts per week. I don’t know if anybody’s 
done a jump like that. Ed’s been great to me. 
He’s always looked out for me and has been an 
important part of my life.

Then there’s Mike McVay. Around 1975-
76, I’m at WWVA and Mike is across town 
at WNEU; we’re both doing mornings. The 
circus came to town, and they had the morning 
personalities riding elephants down Main 
Street. So I get on this elephant, look over and 
there’s a guy in a turban, harem pants and no 

shirt. I thought, “I don’t know who he is, but I 
just gotta meet him.” I introduced myself and 
we became instant friends that day. Mike’s 
probably the smartest radio guy I’ve ever met, 
and we still talk a few times every week.

When I made my way to PD at KHJ/Los 
Angeles, I was invited by Jim Ray to be on 
the CRS agenda committee, and later chaired 
it. CRS has always been about the people you 
meet and the acquaintances that you renew, 
and I’ve learned so much from them. We 
haven’t done our job in 40-plus years if we 
don’t send everybody home with one thing 
they can use. At my first Seminar, I came in 
not knowing anything. At WSDS, it had been 
pretty much “play whatever you want.” But 
when I came back to the station, I started a 
crude music rotation, putting the most popular 
records in a different-colored sleeve, with 
one to be played at least every quarter-hour. 
CRS is great because of the effort put on by 
the board to design something that will be 
actionable immediately.

I was so blessed to be involved in the 
Research Committee and to get close to two 
great guys, Edison Research’s Larry Rosin 
and Tom Webster. I was able to participate in 
building the research for the Seminar, which 
was always enlightening.

Because I served on the CRB board so 
much, I know the process that this award 
goes through. It’s a very nice gesture, and I 
appreciate it very much. That Becky Brenner 
was kind enough to choose me as the one 
person for this year is a real honor.

To those coming up in the business: Meet as 
many people in the industry as you can. That 
meeting with Ed Salamon that day in New 
Orleans changed my entire life, and it was only 
because I somehow had the nerve that day to 
reach my hand out and introduce myself. I 
can’t even imagine what my life would be like 
had I not taken that one step.   CAC

Celebrating his 40th year in radio, 
it is fitting that Charlie Cook is the 
2010 recipient of the Country Radio 
Broadcasters’ President’s Award. A 
CRB Board member for 25 years, he’s 
served as President and has played 
an instrumental role in guiding the 
organization’s research efforts to 
better understand Country radio 
consumers. Currently Sr. Manager/
Programming at KKGO/Los Angeles, 
Charlie has worked with McVay 

Media as a consultant since the early ‘80s, and has served in 
executive roles with Westwood One and Cumulus in addition 
to programming in New York, L.A., Miami and other markets. A 
perpetual student of the game, Charlie traces his success to a 
handful of people and specific moments in time, most notably a 
certain CRS in his early years in radio.

Charlie Cook

“ ”
If you let me hang around 

with you, I think I’ll 
probably learn something.

President’s
Award

Before He Eats: Among Charlie Cook’s many executive roles was a stint at VP/Country for 
Cumulus Broadcasting, based in Atlanta. During that time about three years ago, Carrie 
Underwood stopped by for breakfast and this photo with Charlie at the Inter-Continental.

I’ve Got Friends In “Know” Places
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WSLC/Roanoke has more Facebook fans than any 
Country radio station in the U.S. – more than 28,000 

– nearly triple the following of any other Country station. 
WSLC PD Brett Sharp talks about the station’s social 
networking success. 

What is the secret of your huge Facebook growth?
 First of all, isn’t it amazing that country people have computers? 
It all got started when my morning co-host Robynn James called me 
out for not having a Facebook page. Then a car dealer friend of ours 
called and challenged me to build a page. In one day, we got over 
1,000 fans.
 I had no idea what Facebook was about. To keep it pretty organic, 
I intentionally didn’t learn anything about it before we started. I let 
the listeners teach me, and they really did. We talked briefly about 
stunting, but the short version is that our growth came from giving 
away a car. (Note: Before running a similar contest on your page, 
it’s important to know that Facebook changed its terms of service in 
mid-November, which eliminates or severely restricts the ability to run 
contests on the platform. For example, you cannot predicate entry to 
a contest on making a comment or becoming a fan. Running afoul 
of the new rules means risking having your page shut down. See the 
promotions rules page on Facebook for terms.)

WSLC’s Facebook page gets more than 100 responses a day. 
Today, when we don’t have the time to talk with listeners as we 
once did, that has to be a great source of information for you.
 It’s fantastic. We read the comments on the air and call people by 
name. A couple of comments from Facebook, and bang! The phone 
lights up. Your listeners are fun; they’ll do the punch line for you. It 
makes it easy.

Who is in charge of your Facebook page?
 No one person is responsible. We’ve learned it has to be real. 
We used to send out slick-looking e-mails, but we found that 
if we have the personality write and post their own words, the 
response is a lot higher. We still work our Gold Star Club and set 
appointments for listeners to come to the station for audience-
building, but we’ve found that text works better for us than the 
fancy, high-gloss efforts. We’ve seen an increase in our website 
traffic as a result of our Facebook activity. During our Facebook 
promotion, visits to 949starcountry.com increased 37.6%, pulling 
in 10,000 new unique visitors during the one-month period. Our 
Facebook page has almost become another website for our radio 
station.

Has the initiative to attract that many followers resulted in 
ratings gains?
 We’ve only had one book since the targeted effort to get Facebook 
followers. But the Fall 2009 book showed both our Metro and TSA 
cumes were up significantly. Our TSA cume of 232,200 was an all-
time high. Our Fall 2009 Metro cume was up 15,000 over Spring 
2009, and ahead of Fall 2008 by more that 13,000. While we really 
can’t attribute all of that to our Facebook promotion, it’s safe to say it 
definitely moved the needle. 

Have you found a way to make money from the page?
 We’ve been working with sales to try to find a way, and right now 
the work on these pages is like product placement. But we haven’t 
broken through that yet.

Social media give listeners a chance to have their say about 
your station and staffers, and to say it very publicly. How 
do you handle the inevitable issues such as posts that say, 
“You suck”?
 I meet the problem head-on. We never pull a post off the page 
because it’s negative. We thank them for their interest and concern, 
and share our point of view. We are very protective of our fans and 
listeners. 

If you were giving advice on starting a Facebook page to 
those Country stations that aren’t in the space yet, what 
would you say?
 Launch it and talk about real things. The more real you are, the 
better. We don’t do additional contacts with WSLC’s Facebook fans, 
like e-mail blasts, outside the Facebook environment and posts. A 
few posts a day is about the proper amount of contact to have with 
listeners. Working in social media is worth it. Facebook is a grass-
roots cume-building effort.

[Editor’s note: You can hear Ray Massie’s complete interview with 
WSLC PD Brett Sharp at http://socialradiopros.wordpress.com.]

Country’s Facebook King

Social
Engineering
How Good Is Your Network?

M
oving radio brands to the Internet has 
been a huge focus of late. And it’s 
understandable – web ad revenue has 
grown exponentially while the spot 

business has been in steady decline. Station-level 
conversation and activity aimed toward building 
websites, VIP clubs, e-mail databases, Twitter, 
Facebook, and MySpace accounts has been intense. 
All that effort going in so many directions takes time, 
money and people. The question to ask now is, “How 
social are you?”
 One of Country radio’s strengths through the 
years has been its close relationship with its fans. 
But as radio stations have moved increasingly to 
syndicated programming and imported voice tracking, 
conversations between stations and listeners have 
diminished; engagement has fallen away. Concurrently, 
PPM has driven many stations to crank up the 
jukebox, a move that has caused communication and 
companionship with fans to change dramatically or 
even disappear. 
 Radio seems stuck between two worlds. Are we 
simply a carrier of content, like the Internet? Or do 
we produce stellar content for digital and over-the-air 
distribution? The good news is, radio stations have 
been given new tools to communicate with and get 
closer to listeners than ever before: Facebook, Twitter 
and MySpace social networks.

Where They Already Are
	 Facebook	is	the	second-highest-traffic	website	in	the	
world, second only to Google. Latest research shows 
nearly one-third of people who use Facebook fall into 
the segment called “conversationalists.” They like to 
talk. These are the fans who will post a few times a 
day. And did I mention that most of these are smack in 
Country’s target audience of women? More than 350 
million people worldwide use Facebook. In Seattle, 
there are more than 260,000 women between the ages 

of 25-44 who have Facebook accounts. That’s close to 
half the weekly cume of either Seattle Country station. 
Women, conversations and Facebook – Country radio 
must have a seat at that table.
 Unlike Google, you can completely control what 
happens on your Facebook page and how you rank. It 
should be obvious that your listeners go to Facebook 
long before they come to your station’s website. So, 
the easy answer to growing your website is go to where 
the listeners are. With that in mind, it’s interesting to 
note that many Country stations in Top 50 markets are 
not even using Facebook. And other stations which are 
using	Facebook	make	it	difficult	or	impossible	to	find	
their FB page from the station’s website.
 There are 31 Country stations with 2,000 or more 
Facebook fans. The surprising leader is WSLC/
Roanoke, VA with more than 28,000 fans (see story 
at right).

Wherefore Art Thou, Twitter?
 Twitter is frequented by millions of Americans 
and	ranks	15th	in	U.S.	web	traffic.	But	this	
popular social media service doesn’t get a lot of 
love from Country radio. My study shows that, 
with the exception of a few standouts, Country is 
essentially non-existent there, with the majority of 
stations having well under 1,000 Twitter followers.  
Stations using Twitter often don’t use it to its fullest 
capability; a few only tweet their playlists, resulting 
in low follower numbers. As with Facebook, 
many either do not have Twitter accounts, or those 
accounts	are	impossible	to	find	on	the	station’s	web	
home pages or through Google.
 It’s also interesting to note that many stations with 
a large Twitter presence have little in the way of a 
Facebook presence. The reverse is also true: Five 
stations – KATM/Modesto, CA, KEEY/Minneapolis, 
KMLE/Phoenix, WMIL/Milwaukee and WUBE/
Cincinnati – rank among the Top 20 in both metrics.

by Ray Massie



Listen ... And Respond
 One of the most important aspects of becoming 
involved in social media is simply being in the 
conversation. At its most basic, social media is really 
pretty simple. Listen and respond. Engage and talk. Part 
of radio’s problem today is that we aren’t listening; we are 
broadcasting. Broadcasting in social media is a waste of 
time. Communicating and engaging is what social media 
does. It isn’t broadcasting – it’s a different animal.
 Social media is not and will not work well as 
advertising. Think of it more like audience research. The 
difference is the continuing “free” investment in building 
your audience relationship. The time needed to build 
the relationship and remain part of the conversation is 
extensive and important.
 As important as listening is, it’s equally key to 
respond. Social media gives radio a chance to be old-
school again. Remember when we used to answer the 
phone? Remember when it was fashionable to do live 
broadcast, not table and tent “remotes”? With social 
media, we now have the chance to be “high-touch” once 

again. Only this time, it can be a bit more “one-to-many” 
versus “one-to-one.”
 More than ever before, social media gives us the 
opportunity to interact. Deepening the engagement is the 
end result of time and energy spent in the social space.
 Listening and responding will reinvigorate your 
on-air sound. It will improve your listener focus. Your 
audience engagement levels will improve. Your ability 
to defend your space against those who will take from 
you is enhanced.
 Perhaps the most important key to social networking, 
if you are going to do it, is to commit to it and do it 
right. We know having raving fans is a key to ratings and 
revenue success.  Social media can be a difference maker 
in making that connection with passionate fans.

CAC

 Veteran Country programmer and Gap West/Billings, 
MT OM Ray Massie heads the social networking company 
Social Radio Pros. Contact Ray through his website 
socialmediapros.wordpress.com.

 According to a study done at the end of December by Social 
Radio Pros’ Ray Massie, here are the Top 20 Country stations 
with the most Twitter followers. The “Tweets” column is the 
number of tweets for a week in December.

Mkt. Rank    Station/City                      Followers
44 WSIX/Nashville 5,930 
67 WBCT/Grand Rapids 3,403 
2 KKGO/Los Angeles 2,311 
15 KNIX/Phoenix 2,122 
11 WYCD/Detroit 1,871 
28 WUBE/Cincinnati 1,663 
15 KMLE/Phoenix 1,437 
7 WUBL/Atlanta 1,390 
66 KSKS/Fresno 1,212 
16 KEEY/Minneapolis 1,172 
111 KATM/Modesto, CA 1,133 
26 KFRG/Riverside 1,098 
23 KUPL/Portland, OR 1,036 
46 WQIK/Jacksonville 852 
9 WMZQ/Washington, DC 794 
46 WGNE/Jacksonville 789 
37 WMIL/Milwaukee 786 
39 WFMS/Indianapolis 730 
30 KSOP-FM/Salt Lake City 711 
45 WTQR/Greensboro 698 

Country Twitter Top 20

Country Facebook Top 20
 According to a study done at the end of December by Social 
Radio Pros, here are the Top 20 Country stations with the most 
Facebook fans. The “Posts” column is the number of posts for a 
week in December.

Mkt. Rank Station/City Fans 
 
113 WSLC/Roanoke, VA 26,878
8 WXTU/Philadelphia 9,044 
25 WOGI/Pittsburgh 8,170 
43 WGH-FM/Norfolk 7,917 
20 KYGO/Denver 7,196 
21 WIL/St. Louis 6,784 
16 KEEY/Minneapolis 6,544 
3 WUSN/Chicago 5,805 
53 WYRK/Buffalo 5,509 
15 KMLE/Phoenix 5,074 
28 WUBE/Cincinnati 5,049 
63 WGNA/Albany, NY 4,289 
42 WQDR/Raleigh 4,250 
22 WPOC/Baltimore 4,239 
37 WMIL/Milwaukee 4,113 
36 WCOL/Columbus, OH 3,897 
111 KATM/Modesto, CA 3,761 
103 WBUL/Lexington, KY 3,680 
58 WSSL/Greenville 3,598 
45 WPAW/Greensboro, NC 3,240 
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Did you listen to Country radio growing up?
CK: My grandfather actually was a country singer, so 
I was raised on it. I’m from Dallas, but I listened to 
every station.  
RR: I spent most of my life in Southern California, 
but my mom’s from Missouri and my dad was raised 
on a farm in Illinois. They always had Country music 
on when I was growing up. I used to listen to KZLA/
Los Angeles, and I was really sad when it went away. 
What’s really great, though, is that KKGO is there now. 

What’s it like to visit those stations?
RR: It’s really great. We did a huge radio tour when we 
were starting out, and I feel like we’ve been to every 
major city in the US. Everyone is real nice, and it’s cool 
to see the whole operation. We got to show them who 
we are, how we play and what kind of musicians we are. 

Do you recall the first time 
you heard your song on 
the radio?
RR: We were in San Jose and in 
the car, and all of the sudden it 
came on KRTY. We all freaked 
out. I will never forget that. 

Does hearing your song 
ever get old?
MG: It hasn’t, because of all the 
travel. You don’t have much time 
to turn on the radio and search for 
the song. The couple times we 
have heard it were amazing. 

What’s your most vivid memory from your 
radio tour?
MG: Riding in that 15-passenger van, which 
wasn’t the most comfortable thing. Trying to sleep 
in it, and it stunk like dirty socks and pizza. We had 
a blast, though. 
TG: This guy came to a meet-and-greet, and told 
us about how he had our CD in his truck when it 
got stolen. When the car was recovered, they found 
all the CDs had been taken except ours, and it had 
a fingerprint on it that turned out to be the thief’s. 
They ended up catching him with the Gloriana CD. 

What’s been a real “wow” moment from the year?
CK: The AMA win was unbelievable for us, and we, 
of course, thank Country radio for that. None of the 
fans would know who we were without radio. 
TG: We totally didn’t expect to win. We were up 
against Lady Gaga, and we thought there was no way 
we were going to win, so we didn’t get our hopes up. 
When they called our name, it was pretty bizarre.  

What does CRS mean to you?
CK: The Country world is so much like family, so it’s 
great to catch up with so many artists we toured with 
along the way. 

Do you have any expectations for the New 
Faces show?
TG: We watched it last year, and it was one of those 
moments when you get the “I so wish that I was up 
there” itch. This year it’s an honor for us, and we 
can’t wait to show people who we are. 

Did you listen to Country radio growing up? 
All my life. When you grow up in Mississippi, Country 
radio is pretty much all you listen to. It’s been a huge part 
of my life. 

What was your hometown station? 
WQST/Forest, MS, but they’ve become American Family 
Radio now. The closest after that are WUSJ/Jackson, MS 
and WOKK/Meridian, MS.  

Do you recall the first time you heard your song 
on the radio? 
It was on Country Countdown USA with Lon Helton. 
Jamey Johnson and I were in my car, and I had just hit 

the top 30. I was out doing radio tours when “Anything 
Goes” came out, and I only have satellite radio on the 
bus, so I was never listening to FM radio. Memories of 
growing up, learning how to play guitar with my daddy, 
and playing clubs all those years came rushing back. What 
was real fun about it is that two songs later, we got to hear 
“In Color.” It’s something I’ll never forget. 

Does hearing your song ever get old?
You’re always exited to get to hear it playing on the radio. 
We’re mixing the new album right now, and last night I 
went out in my car to listen to it. When I turned on the radio, 
“Whistlin’ Dixie” was playing, so I got to stick a new song in 
after it, and A-B it to see how they matched up. 

What is your most vivid memory from your radio 
tour?
I was with Allen Mitchell, before he went to Mercury, and 
we were in Kansas City. KBEQ was having their birthday 
bash and it was also [MD] TJ McEntire’s birthday, so they 
took us to a karaoke bar in middle of nowhere. We got 
plowed and sang until four in the morning. It was one of the 
most fun nights. Then there’s the time I put John Trapane’s 
head through the bus window (pictured). We went to see 
him when he was still in Detroit, and the wind sent the bus 
mirror into the window. 

Has there been a real “wow” moment in the
last year?
When I realized Country Aircheck had named me the No. 
1 New Artist, according to airplay. That’s pretty wow! 

Rachel Reinert, Cheyenne Kimball and Mike and Tom Gossin rode the “Wild At 
Heart” wave to the top 15 before cresting at the American Music Awards with their text-
voted all-genre Breakthrough Artist win. The group’s second single “How Far Do You 
Wanna Go?” began the year by rolling into the top 40. 

Gloriana

This “Honky Tonk Badonkadonk” co-writer showed the country that “Anything Goes” when 
his top 20 debut single caught the attention of David Letterman and earned him an invite 
to perform on The Late Show in 2008. Next, Houser took “Boots On” to the top 5. As he 
readies his next album, “Whistlin’ Dixie” is climbing the chart. 

CRS 2010’s New Faces of Country
Five of country music’s brightest lights, as determined 
by CRS attendees, will perform at the annual New 
Faces of Country Music show on Feb. 26. 

Country Aircheck caught up with each of this year’s 
selected artists somewhere on the road to find out 
how radio looks from the artist side of the fence. 

Randy 
Houser
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Last year saw Brian Bandas, Eric Gunderson and Stephen Barker Liles grow 
from “that band with the guy Taylor Swift sang about” to a top 10 country trio. After 
the chart ascension of “Runaway” on the now-shuttered Carolwood, LNT moved to 
sister label Lyric Street and released their latest single “Dancing In Circles.” 

In 2008, the Arkansas native broke into the top 40 with “Back That Thing Up,” and 
returned last year to finish the job with the No. 1 smash “Small Town USA.” As Moore and 
his wife welcome their first child, his “other” baby “Backwoods” makes its way at radio. 

What stations did you listen to 
growing up? 
BB: KASE/Austin. 
EG: I had two: WSOC and WKKT/Charlotte. 
SBL: WQYK/Tampa. The first time we ever 
heard “Runaway” on the radio, it turned out to 
be them, which was pretty cool. 

What is it like visiting those stations? 
SBL: It’s awesome to go to your hometown 
and play for stations that you listened to forever. 
Someone called us “the little Eagles” when we 
were at ‘QYK. Then Brian said, “That’s the best 
thing you could have said.” 

What were you doing when you heard 
your song on-air for the first time?
SBL: It was toward the beginning of the radio tour.  We 
were back at the hotel, and had an hour or two to take a nap. 
EG: I was in a really bad mood, I guess, because I 
was awakened from a nap. 
SBL: It was awesome, though, and then the same day 
– they saw it, I didn’t – we had our song “World Wide 
Open” on a commercial. 

Does hearing your song ever get old?
BB: I’ve heard a lot of stories. People say, “Man, 
you’re going to get so sick of hearing your song,” but 
I don’t.

What’s your most vivid memory from your 
radio tour?
EG: Our first radio visit was KBWF/San Francisco, 
and we did not know what to expect. It was when 
[former PD] Scott Mahalick was still there. 
SBL: There was a piano in the lobby, and we saw 
it and were like, “Let’s play here.” Scott just stood 
there, and we started playing and people started 
coming out. 
EG: Then he said, “I want my morning guys to 
hear you,” and asked if we’d been on the air yet. 
He immediately took us in the studio, we were 

interviewed on the air, and then they played our song. 
He was so excited about the song from the beginning.  
SBL: It was awesome going from being nervous as 
crap to him being so excited. Our reps kept telling us, 
“This isn’t going to happen everywhere.” 

How have you been adjusting to your new 
promotion staff?
SBL: Our old regionals were like our best friends. They 
were there from the first day we ever went to a radio 
station. We got to know them on a very personal level. 
Lyric Street is like a family, though, so we were already 
really good friends with the regionals. 
EG: We originally thought we were going to be working 
with them anyway. 
BB: We’re very fortunate to have such a tight-knit team. 

What does CRS mean to you?
SBL: We’re really looking forward to CRS this year 
because we’ve made so many friends at Country 
radio, and a lot of them we only get to see two or 
three times a year. 

Do you have any expectations about the 
New Faces show?
BB: We’re ready to rock out.  

Did you listen to Country radio growing up? 
I grew up in a town of 300 people in central Arkansas 
– that’s what everybody listens to. I always loved the 
lyrics because they described how I was living. I don’t 
think I could sing or listen to anything else; my dad 
would disown me. 

What were your local stations?
There are a couple, KSSN/Little Rock and KQUS/Hot 
Springs, AR. In Arkansas there are a lot more Country 
stations than anything else. 

What’s it like visiting those stations?
It’s great. Chad Heritage at KSSN and Vicky Parker 
and Craig Dale at KQUS have been there for me for 
awhile. It means a lot when you have support back 
home. They’ve always been great team players, and I 
can’t thank them enough. 

Do you recall the first time you heard your 
song on the radio?
I was driving through the northern part of Arkansas 
when I heard “Back That Thing Up.” Then fast-
forward to “Small Town USA,” I was three miles from 
my house in Arkansas when I heard it the first time. 
Each time I was in my home state, which I thought 
was pretty fitting, and I believe they were both on 
KSSN. 

Does hearing your song ever 
get old?
Never. I crank it up. You can’t take for 
granted it’s always going to happen that 
way, so I’m going to take advantage of it 
while I can. 

Did you ever imagine you’d be on 
the same label as Reba? 
The fact that I’m mentioned in the same 
group of people is just crazy. We did a 
thing in the Bahamas together this past 
year, and I talked to her. Afterwards, I 
called my dad and said, “I was talking to 

Reba about this or that,” and we both kinda stopped. 
He said, “What?” And I go, “Yeah, that sounded 
weird.” When you grow up in a town of 300 people 
you’re not allowed to dream as big as I have, and I 
feel blessed to have had the year we’ve had. 

What’s been a real “wow” moment from
the year?
It was around CRS last year when I got to play 
the Opry for the first time. That means more than 
anything, to be accepted into that family. I was very 
fortunate to have a lot of my family come. I had both 
of my grandpas backstage, and they got to watch me 
sing a song from my record, called “Grandpa,” on the 
Grand Ole Opry. In December, I lost my grandfather 
I wrote that song about, so the performance was a 
special moment I’ll never forget. 

What does CRS mean to you?
The coolest thing about CRS is that the first couple 
of years you’re there, you’re just meeting people. 
The most exciting thing now is that I get to see all the 
radio folks who have changed my life.

Do you have any expectations about the New 
Faces show? 
I’m very excited. It’s a huge honor, as everybody 
knows. It’s extremely humbling that Country radio has 
embraced me and my music. 

Love And 
Theft

Justin 
Moore

CONGRATS
CRS AGENDA CHAIR

JOHN PAUL
New Senior Director of
Country Programming

DIAL GLOBAL!

A F F I L I A T E  S A L E S  C O N T A C T

212.419.2926

findoutmore@dial-global.com
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Whitney Allen/The Big TimeCountry Kickers/Prep

Rick Jackson/Country Hall of Fame American Comedy Network/Prep

Lia/The Lia Show

Do your nights need MORE STAR POWER? Does your morning show need to be MORE NASHVILLE?
Do your weekends need MORE APPOINTMENT LISTENING?

GET YOUR
RATINGS
UP WITH

DIAL GLOBAL

 . . . it’s time to move UP!

AmericanComedyNetwork.com



After his debut single “Drinkin’ Me Lonely” flirted with the top 40 in 2006, the Middle 
Tennessee native courted the top 50 in 2007 with “You’re Gonna Love Me.” Young 
got back in the dating game when “Voices” reached the top 40 in 2008, and finally 
scored when “Gettin’ You Home (The Black Dress Song)” went to No. 1 last October. 

Did you listen to Country radio growing up?
I was pretty much steeped in it. I got really lucky – 
my mom and dad were big fans and I just naturally 
became a big fan. Anytime we’d go over to my 
grandfather’s house, he’d play me old Marty 
Robbins. I’ve been exposed to all of it. I always 
knew country music was what I wanted to do. 

What was your hometown station? 
I’m from Nashville and listened to anything that 
was Country. It’s kind of weird to visit those stations 

now. The first time 
I was ever on the 
air was with Bill 
Cody at WSM-AM. 
It’s exciting for me 
when friends text 
me, “Hey, man, I 
just heard your song 
on the radio.” 

Do you recall the 
first time you 
heard your song 
on the radio?
It was my first 
single, “Drinkin’ 
Me Lonely,” and it 
got a lot of airplay 
around Nashville. 
I had just gotten 
home from my first 
radio tour, and had 
just turned off the 
interstate. My truck 
has that thing that 
scrolls the name 
across the screen, 
and I felt like such 

an idiot because I had to pull over and video it as my 
name went across.

Where were you when you found out you 
went No. 1?
I was flying back from a radio visit in Salt Lake 
on that Saturday. When I landed, I called Keith 
Gale, and the first thing he said was, “How does 
it feel to have the No. 1 song in the country?” 
I started freaking out, and then he told me he 
had someone that wanted to talk to me. This guy 
starts telling me, “Yeah, when I had my first No. 
1 record I was out of the country ...” Then I asked 
who I was talking to, and he said, “It’s Kenny 
Chesney.” I figured Keith was playing a joke 
on me, and said, “No, really.” He said, “This is 
Kenny Chesney, and I just want to say congrats 
on your first No. 1 record.” That night my promo 
staff, and everyone else I could find, went out in 
downtown Nashville and celebrated. 

Whose idea was it to put Josh Easler in
the dress? 
I had nothing to do with that! He should take all blame 
for that. I love him. He actually came on to the team 
when I did; his first radio tour was my first radio tour. I 
can say that I love everyone on my promo staff. 

What’s a vivid memory from your radio tour?
We were in Austin to do an acoustic show at 
Graham Central Station – it holds about 1,200 
people. I had never played the city since I got my 
record deal. The station told me they had gotten a 
lot of response from the song, but they didn’t know 
what the show would be like. I was thinking we’d 
have 300-400 people. We ended up having a packed 
house, and there were a hundred or so people 
waiting outside for an acoustic show. That really 
humbled me. It was all because of radio.        CAC 

Chris 
Young
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Name Phone E-mail

Pres: Larry Pareigis 615-332-5511 larry@ninenorthmail.com
VP: Tom Moran 615-429-2337 tom@ninenorthmail.com
NE/MW: Stephanie Keshe 773-907-0820        stephanie@ninenorthmail.com
SE/SW: Trudie Daniell 770-253-1784        trudie@ninenorthmail.com 
W/SW: Dave Collins 480-759-0329        dave@ninenorthmail.com 
SP: Kevin Mason 615-974-1999        kevin@ninenorthmail.com
Dept. Fax: 615-523-1337

Name Phone E-mail

VP: Skip Bishop   615-301-4420        skip.bishop@sonymusic.com 
ND: Lesly Tyson  615-301-4436        lesly.tyson@sonymusic.com
NE: John Sigler 615-301-4416        john.sigler@sonymusic.com
MW: RJ Curtis 615-301-4421        rj.curtis@sonymusic.com
SE: Tyler Waugh 770-673-5849        tyler.waugh@sonymusic.com
SW: Diane Monk 214-824-4124        diane.monk@sonymusic.com
W: Lori Hartigan 760-929-1019        lori.hartigan@sonymusic.com
Coor: Lauren Thomas  615-301-4423        lauren.thomas@sonymusic.com
Dept. Fax: 615-301-4438

Name Phone E-mail

Tony Morreale 615-595-2523        tony_morreale@bellsouth.net
Dept. Fax: 615-250-3615

Name Phone E-mail

Pres: Bill Catino 615-321-8909         bill@stroudavarious.com
VP: Bill Macky 615-321-8909         macky@stroudavarious.com
MW: Nathan Cruise 615-321-8909 nathan@stroudavarious.com
SE: Eric Beggs 615-321-8909        eric@stroudavarious.com
W: Jon Conlon 615-321-8909 jon@stroudavarious.com
EA: Jill Gleason 615-321-8909 jill@stroudavarious.com
Dept. Fax: 615-214-4643

Name Phone E-mail

SVP: Carson James 615-244-8600 carson@brokenbowrecords.com
VP: Lee Adams 615-244-8600        adams0165@aol.com
ND/SW: Jim Malito 615-244-8600        jmalito@brokenbowrecords.com
MW: Dawn Ferris 214-924-1020        dawn@brokenbowrecords.com 
SE: Clay Henderson 615-244-8600        clay@brokenbowrecords.com
W: Layna Bunt 615-244-8600        layna@brokenbowrecords.com
Coor: Chelsea Lankes 615-244-8600        chelsea@brokenbowrecords.com
Dept. Fax: 615-244-8602

Name Phone E-mail

VP: Jack Purcell 615-324-7773        jack.purcell@bigmachinemail.com
NSP/NM: John Zarling 615-324-7765         john.zarling@bigmachinemail.com
NE: Erik Powell 615-324-7774         erik.powell@bigmachinemail.com
SE: Jeff Davis 615-324-7776 jeff.davis@bigmachinemail.com
SW/C: Alex Valentine 615-324-7785 alex.valentine@bigmachinemail.com
W: Mandy McCormack 615-324-7762         mandy.mccormack@bigmachinemail.com
Coor/TS: Jayme Austin 615-324-7767         jayme.austin@bigmachinemail.com
Dept. Fax: 615-324-7935

Name Phone E-mail

P: Michael Powers 615-438-6372 michael.powers@biggerpicturegroup.com
P: Jeff Solima 615-294-4787 jeff.solima@biggerpicturegroup.com
NE: Jack Christopher  412-916-9314 jack.christopher@biggerpicturegroup.com
MW: Chuck Swaney  248-202-4116 chuck.swaney@biggerpicturegroup.com
NE/MW: Matt Corbin 615-330-2863 matt.corbin@biggerpicturegroup.com
SE: Rocco Cosco  615-438-8030 rocco.cosco@biggerpicturegroup.com
W/SW: Mara Sidweber 469-231-6302 mara.sidweber@biggerpicturegroup.com
MP: Kim Trosdahl  615-598-0175 kimberly.trosdahl@biggerpicturegroup.com
Dept. Fax: 615-383-2375

Name Phone E-mail

VP/GM: Rick Baumgartner 615-780-3074 rick@blackrivermusicgroup.com
VP: Jim Dorman 615-780-3083 jimd@blackrivermusicgroup.com
ND: Joe Carroll 615-779-8382        jcarroll@blackrivermusicgroup.com
ND: Gary Greenberg 818-990-7383        gary@blackrivermusicgroup.com
Coor: Jamie Moorer 615-780-3075       jamie@blackrivermusicgroup.com
Dept. Fax: 615-780-3089

Name Phone E-mail

VP: Bryan Frasher 615-301-4424 bryan.frasher@sonymusic.com
ND: Buffy Cooper 615-301-4456         buffy.cooper@sonymusic.com
NE: R.J. Meacham 615-301-4458         rj.meacham@sonymusic.com 
MW: David “Bubba” Berry  972-429-6209         david.berry@sonymusic.com
SE: Chris Waters 615-301-4494         chris.waters@sonymusic.com
W: Dave Dame 866-505-9410         dave.dame@sonymusic.com 
SW: Mark Janese  972-906-5773         mark.janese@sonymusic.com
Coor: Mary Allison  615-301-4418         mary.allison@sonymusic.com
Dept. Fax: 615-301-4475

 

Name Phone E-mail

SVP: Steve Hodges 615-269-2033 steve.hodges@emicap.com
VP: Shane Allen 615-269-2027        shane.allen@emicap.com
NRS/SP: Matt Hargis 615-269-2039         matthew.hargis@emicap.com
NE: Diane Lockner 615-269-2082         diane.lockner@emicap.com
MW: Brent Jones  615-269-2079         brent.jones@emicap.com
SE: Angela Lange 615-269-2085         angela.lange@emicap.com
SW: John Trapane 281-323-4053         john.trapane@emicap.com
W: Paige Elliott 510-705-1754         paige.elliott@emicap.com
MP: Alisa Bowman 615-269-2046         alisa.bowman@emicap.com
PMA: Allison Hardy 615-269-2031 allison.hardy@emicap.com
Dept. Fax: 615-269-2045

Name Phone E-mail

VP: Denise Roberts 818-679-5479         denise@co5music.com
VP/BD/W: David Newmark      615-469-1756         factor@co5music.com
MW: Lindsay Walleman  615-554-4707          lindsay@co5music.com 
Dept. Fax: none 

Name Phone E-mail

CEO: Pete O’Heeron 281-961-0481        pete@coldriverrecords.com
MW/NE: Kates Robinson 407-923-4927        kates@coldriverrecords.com
S/SE: Jeff Davis  615-260-4975        jeff@coldriverrecords.com
Coor: Lisa Somers 281-961-0476        lisa@coldriverrecords.com
Dept. Fax: 281-461-6213

Name Phone E-mail

VP:Jimmy Rector 615-858-1356         jimmy.rector@sonymusic.com
ND: Mike Wilson 615-858-1311         mike.wilson@sonymusic.com
DFP: David Friedman 615-301-4415         david.friedman@sonymusic.com
NE: Cliff Blake 603-749-6772         cliff.blake@sonymusic.com
MW: Bo Martinovich 615-858-1364         bo.martinovich@sonymusic.com
SE: Jennifer Thorpe 904-543-8034         jen.thorpe@sonymusic.com
W: Larry Santiago 818-842-8482         larry.santiago@sonymusic.com
Coor: Brooke Kujawa 615-858-1359         brooke.kujawa@sonymusic.com
Dept. Fax: 615-858-1371

Name Phone E-mail

VP: Dan Hagar 615-731-0100 ext. 13 dan@cupitmusic.com
Sec: Glenda Lebeaux 615-731-0100 ext. 14 glenda@cupitmusic.com
Dept. Fax: 615-731-3005

Name Phone E-mail

VP: Adrian Michaels 615-690-4207         amichaels@curb.com
ND: Mike Rogers 615-690-4217         mrogers@curb.com
PE: Joe O’Donnell 505-323-2925         jodonnell@curb.com
PE: Eric Mellencamp 615-298-5624         emellencamp@curb.com
PE: Annie Sandor 954-239-7115         asandor@curb.com
RS: Sean Hannon  615-690-4219  shannon@curb.com
SA: Jaymi Chernin   973-403-9656  jchernin@curb.com 
Coor: Samantha DePrez   615-690-4218  sdeprez@curb.com
Dept. Fax: 615-469-3493

Name Phone E-mail

VP: Bruce Reiner 310-877-9800        bruce@dollypartonmanagement.com

Name Phone E-mail

Pres: David Haley  615-973-0132         david@edgehillmusic.com
NP: Joe Redmond  615-414-5488         joe@edgehillmusic.com 
NP: Rick Rockhill 615-351-3679         rick@edgehillmusic.com 

Name Phone E-mail

EVP: Lisa Strickland 615-891-4283         lisa@goldenmusic.biz
VP: Brad Howell 615-891-4283         brad@goldenmusic.biz
NE: Rick “RJ” Jordan 615-335-0718         rj@goldenmusic.biz
MW: Bill Heltemes 859-586-1225         bill@goldenmusic.biz
SE: Lou Ramirez 210.240.4001          lou@goldenmusic.biz 
W: Stacy Rogers 208-731-8104         stacy@goldenmusic.biz
Coor: Becky Withers 615-891-4283         becky@goldenmusic.biz
Dept. Fax: 615-942-6321

Name Phone E-mail

P: Nancy Tunick 615-353-2778         nancy@grassrootspromotion.com
P: Teresa Johnston 615-370-1068         teresa@grassrootspromotion.com
MP: Renee McClure 615-646-3912         renee@grassrootspromotion.com
Coor: Mandy West 615-226-3355         mandy@grassrootspromotion.com
M: Jim Alderdice 615-268-9876         jim@grassrootspromotion.com

We’ve Made 
Contacts

Record Reps’ Phones,
Faxes & Emails

Here’s the latest compilation 
of promo staffs and how to 
reach them.

Editor’s Note: An explanation of some of the abbreviations: “NSD” is National Sr. Director; “ND” is National Director; “NP” 
is National Promotion; “NSP” is National Promotion Strategy; “NRS” is National Radio Syndication; “P” is Partner; “SD” 
is Sr. Director; “D” is Director; “FP” is Field Promotion; “C” is Central; “MR” is Market Research; “MW” is Midwest; “NE” 
is Northeast;  “S” is South; “SE” is Southeast; “M/RP” is Mgr. Regional Promotion; “PE” is Promotional Executive; “W” is 
West Coast; “Sec.” is Secondary; “BD” is Business Development; “NM” is New Media; “MP” is Manager/Promotion; “STP” 
is Strategic Planner; “SMP” is Strategic Marketing and Promotion; “SP” is Special Projects; “TS” is Tour Support; “FM” 
is Field Marketing; “LP” is Logistics and Promotion; “M” is Marketing; “PMA” is Promotion and Marketing Analyst;  “RM” 
is Radio Marketing; “R/IS” is Research & Information Systems; “RS” is Radio Syndication; “SA” is for Satellite;  “Coor” is 
Coordinator/Promotion; “EA” is Executive Assistant.
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We’ve Made Contacts

Name Phone E-mail

Pres: Mike Borchetta 615-726-0099       mikeborchetta@loftoncreekrecords.com
NP: Mark Maynard 615-726-0099       mark@loftoncreekrecords.com
LP: Brad Taylor 615-726-0099       bradtaylor@loftoncreekrecords.com 
Sec: Trent Brown 615-726-0099       trentbrown@loftoncreekrecords.com 
FP: Adelle Borchetta 615-726-0099       adellemarie26@yahoo.com 
Dept. Fax: 615-726-0096

Name Phone E-mail

VP: Kevin Herring 615-963-4855        kevin.herring@disney.com 
SD: John Ettinger                  615-963-4852        john.ettinger@disney.com 
SD: Renee Leymon 615-963-4866 renee.leymon@disney.com 
SD: Chris Palmer 615-963-4871         christian.palmer@disney.com 
SE: Theresa Ford 704-543-1002         theresa.ford@disney.com 
MW: Michelle Tyrrell 810-326-1770         michelle.tyrrell@disney.com 
SW: Neda Tobin 615-963-4853         neda.tobin@disney.com 
W: Kris Lamb 480-219-3558         kris.lamb@disney.com 
Coor: Jackie Schwarz 615-963-4864         jackie.schwarz@disney.com 
VP/RM: Dale Turner 615-963-4858        dale.turner@disney.com 
Coor/RM:Landon Morgan        615-963-4841         landon.morgan@disney.com 
Dept. Fax: 615-963-4846

Name Phone E-mail

SVP: Royce Risser 615-524-7588 royce.risser@umusic.com
VP: Van Haze 615-524-7539         van.haze@umusic.com
SE: Louie Newman 678-742-9019         louie.newman@umusic.com
W: Marlene Augustine 707-824-1745         marlene.augustine@umusic.com
NE: Joe Putnam 615-524-7561         joe.putnam@umusic.com
SW: EJ Bernas 972-919-6320         ej.bernas@umusic.com
MW: Donna Passuntino 847-531-6164         donna.passuntino@umusic.com
Coor: Thomas Maxwell 615-524-7566         thomas.maxwell@umusic.com
UMGN VP/RM: Katie Dean 615-524-7553         katie.dean@umusic.com 
UMGN MP: Jill Brunett 615-524-7537         jill.brunett@umusic.com
Dept. Fax: 615-524-7766

Name Phone E-mail

SVP: Royce Risser 615-524-7588         royce.risser@umusic.com
VP: Damon Moberly 615-524-7520          damon.moberly@umusic.com
VP/SE: Bruce Shindler 615-524-7720         bruce.shindler@umusic.com
VP/W: Pat Surnegie  818-972-5787         pat.surnegie@umusic.com
NE: Sally Green  615-524-7770         sally.green@umusic.com
MW: Charlie Dean 612-824-1220 charlie.dean@umusic.com
SW: Allen Mitchell 615-524-7503        allen.mitchell@umusic.com
Coor: Chris Fabiani 615-524-7571        chris.fabiani@umusic.com
UMGN VP/RM: Katie Dean     615-524-7553         katie.dean@umusic.com 
UMGN MP: Jill Brunett 615-524-7537          jill.brunett@umusic.com
Dept. Fax: 615-524-7766

Name Phone E-mail

Owner: Rob Dalton 615-331-9631        daltonentertainment@comcast.net
Owner: Jeff Solima 615-294-4787        hitsquadmn@aol.com
NP: Tony Morreale 615-595-2523        tony_morreale@bellsouth.net
NP: Joe Schuld 913-888-6681        joesmusic@everestkc.net
NP: Dave Kirth 916-351-1715        davekirth@yahoo.com
NP: Maurisa Pasick 615-428-9708        ris0815@aol.com
NP: Matt Corbin 615-330-2863        mattcorbin@bellsouth.net

Name Phone E-mail

Pres: Chris Allums 615-300-5321         allums@quarterbackrecords.com
ND/MW: JR Hughes 931-728-0071         jrpromoman@quarterbackrecords.com
NE/SE: Chuck Thagard 770-753-8154         cthagard520@quarterbackrecords.com
SW/W: Jim Dandy 763-458-4528         jimdandy@quarterbackrecords.com
Dept. Fax: 615-386-9109

Name Phone E-mail

VP: Keith Gale 615-301-4357         keith.gale@sonymusic.com
ND: Norbert Nix  615-301-4311         norbert.nix@sonymusic.com
D: Dan Nelson 603-626-9898         dan.nelson@sonymusic.com
M/RP: Josh Easler 615-301-4368         josh.easler@sonymusic.com
M/RP: Steve Pleshe  559-434-1609         steve.pleshe@sonymusic.com
M/RP: Liz Sledge  615-301-4465         liz.sledge@sonymusic.com
M/RP: Matt Galvin  480-892-8477         matt.galvin@sonymusic.com
Coor: Parker Fowler  615-301-4417         parker.fowler@sonymusic.com
Dept. Fax: 615-301-4356

Name Phone E-mail

Pres: Jimmy Harnen 615-574-7827         jimmy.harnen@republicnashville.com
ND: Bobby Young  615-324-9320         bobby.young@republicnashville.com
NSP/NM: John Zarling 615-324-7765         john.zarling@bigmachinemail.com
NE/MW: Shari Roth 615-574-7829         shari.roth@republicnashville.com 
SE: Stacy Blythe 615-887-9860         stacy.blythe@republicnashville.com
SW: Weslea Neas 615-574-7830         weslea.bart@republicnashville.com 
W: Lois Lewis 615-574-7831         lois.lewis@republicnashville.com 
Coor: Kathleen Drosey 615-324-9321         kathleen.drosey@republicnashville.com
Dept. Fax: 615-916-2672

Name Phone E-mail

Pres: Daryl Price 724-413-3138 darylwprice@gmail.com
E: Julius Stein  412-431-1515        steinpromo@gmail.com
W: Joe Bendik  724-413-5682        jbbendik@gmail.com
Dept. Fax: 412-220-1684

Name Phone E-mail

VP/GM: Harry “Bud” Nelson 207-281-3314         hnelson@riderecords.com
VP: David Shaw 401-219-1139         shamanakl@yahoo.com
SW/W: Jamice Jennings 615-243-6779        jamice@riderecords.com
MW: Mark Westcott 847-397-6860        markwestcott@riderecords.com
SE: Dale O’Brian 859-433-4933        daleobrian@riderecords.com
SP: Dave Sholin 650-303-6460        yourduke@aol.com

Name Phone E-mail

VP: Anne Weaver Price 615-457-1628 kweenanne@aol.com
Coor: Amy Aylward 615-463-3041 ext 0# aaylward@rockycomfortrecords.com
Dept. Fax: 615-463 3042

Name Phone E-mail

SVP: Brad Paul 617-218-4413 bpaul@rounder.com
Dept. Fax: 617-218-4613

Name Phone E-mail

VP: Rick Moxley 615-324-7766        rick.moxley@showdogmail.com 
VP/SMP: Teddi Bonadies 615-259-5308        teddi.bonadies@umusic.com                
R/ IS: PJ Olsen   615-324-7775        pj.olsen@showdogmail.com            
MP: Laurie Gore 615-259-5380        laurie.gore@umusic.com            
NE: Suzanne Durham 615-324-7768 suzanne.durham@showdogmail.com            
MW: Jordan Pettit 615.259.5383         jordan.pettit@umusic.com            
SE: Rick Hughes                    615-259-5371        rick.hughes@umusic.com            
SW: Greg Sax         615-324-7778        greg.sax@showdogmail.com            
W: Lisa Owen             310-376-2258        lisa.owen@showdogmail.com            
Dept. Fax: 615-259-5373

Name Phone E-mail

SVP: Carson James 615-244-8600        carson@brokenbowrecords.com
GM/Ops: April Rider  615-320-1372  april@stoneycreekrecords.com
NE: Abi Durham   615-957-2076  abi@stoneycreekrecords.com
SE: Heather Propper 615-320-1372        heather@stoneycreekrecords.com
MW: Shelley Hargis 615-320-1372        shelley@stoneycreekrecords.com
W: Bill Lubitz 615-320-1372        bill@stoneycreekrecords.com
Dept. Fax: 615-320-1388

Name Phone E-mail

Pres: Bill Catino 615-321-8909         bill@stroudavarious.com
VP: Bill Macky 615-321-8909        macky@stroudavarious.com
MW: Nathan Cruise 615-321-8909         nathan@stroudavarious.com
SE: Eric Beggs 615-321-8909         eric@stroudavarious.com
W: Jon Conlon 615-321-8909         jon@stroudavarious.com
EA: Jill Gleason 615-321-8909         jill@stroudavarious.com
Dept. Fax: 615-214-4643

Name Phone E-mail

VP: Tony Benken 615-478-9056         tony@treehouserecords.us
NP: Scot Michaels 720-878-2333         scot@treehouserecords.us
NP: Gwen Foster 480-495-2209         gwen@treehouserecords.us
NP: Jay Thomas 703-969-2498         jay@treehouserecords.us
Dept. Fax: 615-327-0312

Name Phone E-mail

Pres: Larry Pareigis 615-332-5511        larry@ninenorthmail.com
VP: Tom Moran 615-429-2337        tom@ninenorthmail.com
E: Ryan Barnstead 615-414-4665        ryan@ninenorthmail.com
W: Greg Stevens 214-488-3590        greg@ninenorthmail.com
SP: Kevin Mason 615-974-1999        kevin@ninenorthmail.com
Dept. Fax: 615-523-1337

Name Phone E-mail

VP: Jon Loba 615-324-7063         jon.loba@valorymail.com
NSP/NM: John Zarling 615-324-7765         john.zarling@bigmachinemail.com
ND: Chris Loss 615-324-7064         chris.loss@valorymail.com
ND/NE: George Briner 615-324-7782         george.briner@valorymail.com 
SE: JoJamie Hahr 615-324-7787         jojamie.hahr@valorymail.com 
SW: Miranda Williams 615-324-7793         miranda.williams@valorymail.com
Coor: Brooke Yancey 615-324-6074         brooke.yancey@valorymail.com 
Dept. Fax: 615-324-7907

Name Phone E-mail

VP: Bob Reeves 615-748-8000        bob.reeves@wmg.com
NE: Kristen Williams 615-748-8000        kristen.williams@wmg.com
MW: George Meeker 615-748-8000        george.meeker@wmg.com
SE: Brooks Quigley 615-748-8000        brooks.quigley@wmg.com
SW: Glenn Noblit 972-731-8821        glenn.noblit@wmg.com
W: Rick Young 310-978-9739        rick.young@wmg.com
Sec: Johnny Mitchell 615-748-8000        johnny.mitchell@wmg.com
Coor: Danielle Taylor 615-748-8000        danielle.taylor@wmg.com
Asst: April Johnson 615-748-8000        april.johnson@wmg.com 
Dept. Fax: 615-214-1475



Warner Music created this new division last year. 
Whose idea was it for you to come to Nashville as its top 
executive?

Lyor Cohen, my boss. He hates to be called my boss, but 
I’m a child of the idea that the person I report to is my boss. 
Lyor is wonderful and I’ve worked with him for years. I was 
the GM of Island-Def Jam from the late ‘90s until 2002, when 
I came over to be President of WEA. Lyor was my supervisor; 
he likes to say partner. He’s the guy who motivates me and 
mentors me and all of that. We did the radio promotion for 
Luke Lewis’ label on the Shania Twain pop releases. And 
when Luke wanted to start Lost Highway, he needed a partner 
in New York to help support him. Since we already had a 
relationship, Lyor said, “Let’s do it.” He assigned me to be 
the liaison in New York because he knew I especially loved 
the Americana version of country that Lost Highway in its 
early days was going to be. 

So when Lyor got to Warner Music and wanted to make 
some changes, he literally came down to me and said, “Are 
you ready to go start your Lost Highway?” That was his 
metaphor; it’s not literal. He knew I was a logical choice – 
someone he trusted and who had offered to pitch in if he ever 
needed help at a record label in Nashville. At that moment, 
I had no idea what Lyor really meant. I knew Atlantic was 
thinking of starting a label; I thought it might have been that. 

Any hesitation?
Zero.

What is your background with country music?
Growing up, it was the Eagles, Poco, Buffalo Springfield, 

Loggins & Messina. I don’t remember how I heard “Forever 
And Ever Amen” because I wouldn’t have been in a situation 
to have heard that song. Every friend had Led Zeppelin 
in their collection, not Randy Travis. When I heard it, the 
sound was extraordinary to me. I went out and bought it; 
the first official country record I ever bought. I was living 
in Plainfield, NJ at the time, and I remember playing 
it for people and getting the “What happened to you?” 
expression. And I would say, “Just listen to this voice. It’s just 
undeniable.” It was the start of my diving a little deeper into 
country music. And I now I get to spend time with him, and 
it’s such an honor.

We’re working on a couple of projects with him at the 
same time. His 25th anniversary – imagine that – of Storms 
Of Life. We’ve got a cool duets project of his classic tracks. 
Not all from that record, but it is the centerpiece. He also 
wants to do a record of classics and we love the idea, but we 
don’t want it to come off like, no offense to Rod Stewart, but 
that version of classics. So we’re at lunch trying to define the 
A&R of it, and Randy starts singing me “Nowhere Man.” 
And I’m thinking, “I get paid for this?” This beautiful voice 
from across the table. It’s magic. And that song, if it makes 
the record, will probably be the most known.

We want them to be songs that sound familiar but haven’t 

been recorded a million times. I tell 
Randy that, God willing, if I have 
some success here we’re going to put 
a Mount Rushmore on top of this 
building eventually and his face will 
be one of them. I love the fact that 
we still have someone on our roster 
who is an icon. And what’s really fun 
is the love of all our other artists for him. 
When they heard about the duets record they 
started hawking me, “How do I get on that record?” 

Is the Nashville at all a culture shock for a Northeast, New 
York, New Jersey kind of guy?

I’m from Punxsutawney, PA. It’s 30 miles on two-lane 
highways between towns out there. New York was a wonderful 
30-year experience, but its not like those were my roots. The first 
time I came to Nashville was 1993 for the CMA Awards. I was 
working at a retailer in New York called The Wiz. I loved Mary 
Chapin Carpenter and she was going to play. The guys from 
Sony knew I loved her, so they flew me down and wined and 
dined me because I was one of their big customers. 

There was no turning back; from that point on I started 
visiting Nashville two, three and up to four, five or six trips a 
year for the last decade. I even came here last year because I’m a 
songwriter and cut tracks at Big Kenny’s  studio with some of the 
greatest session players in Nashville. I got the studio for free; I had 
to pay for the musicians. That was eye-opening for me. There’s 
still so much I had to learn when I got here, but it wasn’t like I 
was told to go to some foreign country I’d never been to.

Ever get to Country Radio Seminar on those trips?
No, but I’m looking forward to this one coming up.

I can hardly wait to talk to you afterwards. Before you 
moved here, what kind of feeling did you have for the way 
Nashville does business?

The thing that has fascinated me more than anything is the 
publishing community. I didn’t know them that well. In New 
York and L.A., you typically sign an artist to a label and then to 
a publishing deal. It’s not one song at a time. As much as you 
can read about that on paper, it’s very different to come down 
here and watch the people who have hordes of things they 
don’t want to share with you until the right moment. 
I love my A&R people, but they don’t share. When 
an artist is about to go in [to the studio], I watch 
them open the drawer and pull the little magic things 
they’ve been sitting on for just the right moment. It’s a 
whole different animal to me, and one that I’ve come to love. 

 
When executives come to Nashville from L.A. and New York, 
usually the one thing they talk about is how differently they 
can interact with artists. Have you noticed that?

One hundred percent. There is still some of that “I don’t 
want to play it for you until it’s finished,” but at the early 

John 
Esposito
 Clutter-Free Relentlessness

The InTerview

F
or many in the country industry and Country radio, Warner Music/Nashville 
President John Esposito was a complete unknown when he assumed 
command of what had been Warner Bros./Nashville in September 2009. But 
Nashville was anything but unfamiliar territory to Esposito. As President/

CEO of WEA Corp., his oversight of sales, marketing and distribution brought him in 
close contact with many Nashville hit makers. In his prior role as GM/EVP of Island-
Def Jam Music Group, Esposito worked closely with the company’s Music City branch. 
And his relationship with country music extends back to his days in music retailing. 
He is also, as some have already experienced first-hand, a rather capabable  
vocalist, guitar player and drummer.

In the five months he’s been on the job, Esposito’s interactions in the music 
community and regular visits to Country radio stations have helped to 
introduce him to key decision makers, but his plans for WMN have been, 
to this point, closely held. Country Aircheck sat down with him in early 
February for an exclusive conversation about the direction this newly 
structured company will take. From a clear definition of roles and 
adding a promotion team, to integrating support functions and 
charging A&R with picking singles, he offers a candid view of the 
kind of focus and intensity he expects to foster.
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stages when they’re putting their ideas together 
about what they’re recording, artists absolutely 
want to have partnerships and take our input. 
One of the things that really attracted to me to 
this town is there is so much less pretension 
with country artists. I joke with people outside 
of Nashville that there are more guitars per 
living room than any other city in America. 
You can go to the banker and they’ve got 
three guitars right there. And they’re tuned. 
These things are not decorations. They’re there 
because the banker knows Kix Brooks is going 
to come in, have a glass wine of and play a 
couple of songs.

I don’t want to dwell on Blake Shelton, 
but he’s the thing with the most wind in our 
sales today. I happened to meet Blake through 

Jim Ed Norman eight years ago when, as 
he describes it, he looked like Terri Clark. 
Through this process, meeting after meeting 
and call after call, he wants to decide these 
things together. That’s not, by and large, my 
experience. It’s more the managers talking to 
you outside of Nashville. This is refreshing, 
and it is indulgent from a music standpoint.

Anything since you’ve been here about the 
way Nashville does business that is either 
humorous, stupefying or just stupid?

I am not being humble when I tell you I am 
still in the learning process. The last thing in 
the world I want to be, and particularly now 
that I’ve made the decision to spend the rest 
of my life here in Nashville, is the guy who 
is going to tell anybody how to do things. 
Everybody else can tell me how to do things, 
and that will shape a vision I will work with 

this team to execute. 
The thing I have found most fascinating is 

you can’t get away from the business. I could 
walk out the front door of my Rockefeller 
Plaza office and walk for five days and not 
bump into one person from the music business. 
I can’t go buy a cup of coffee in Starbucks and 
shake hands with somebody without hearing 
a half-hour later, “I think Esposito just had 
a meeting with this guy and might be hiring 
him.” Oh, my goodness! 

It’s no secret that I let go of our former 
head of promotion and have been very much 
on the search for one. I’ve had to have every 
meeting at my house because nobody wants to 
be seen. Okay, that’s cool. But I’m not used to 
the fact that I can’t go to the YMCA and not 

get interrupted 20 times while I’m working 
out. At Whole Foods, it’s “Hey, Espo!” And by 
the way, it’s all good; I like it. But I do like to 
shut down. There has to be a time for my brain 
to not think about the business so I can come 
back in on Monday and have a freshness to it.

What have you learned in the brief time 
you’ve been here about the relationship 
between labels and Country radio, and how 
that relationship differs from other formats?

There’s not a significant difference in how 
you would approach radio. The significant 
difference is that in most other genres you 
have numerous paths to go down, whereas 
you really have one lane to go down in 
Country. You can get fires started in the 
deeper hinterlands of formats that ultimately 
build up to the big mamma-jamma of Pop, 
but you don’t have that opportunity here. 

And the length of time the average song 
from add date to, if you’re lucky, peaking 
in the top 10, is much more protracted. I’m 
not telling you anything you don’t know. 
These things are theory when you’re reading 
about them, but when you’re living them you 
realize you only get so many swings at bat. 
You really better have the most magnificent 
artists and the most magnificent songs. The 
relationship of going and talking to Country 
radio is the same I would have with Z100/
New York. It’s just there are fewer of them 
and it’s that one funnel. 

I want A&R to lead this company. I don’t 
want this company to be picking singles by 
committee. I want the people who found the 
artists to have a sense of conviction that they 

know the artists the most, understand the 
format the most and should pick those singles. 
I want them to appreciate that they’d better 
pick the right singles. They’d better give 
the team that’s going to go to radio the right 
ammunition. A big part of what I try to do 
in my job besides be a cheerleader, which is 
really a big part of what I believe my job is and 
has made me successful so far in my career, is 
un-cluttering things. If you only get so many 
swings at the bat at Country radio, you’d better 
not be thinking about other things that take  
you off that focus. I don’t want us to aim at 
No. 2; I want us to be No. 1. If I’m doing any 
activity that takes me off my game of closing 
toward that, that’s a problem. I’m constantly 
walking around finding, “What are the things 
people are having to do that would not be part 
of their core purview? And what can I do to get 
it off their plate?”

I’ve enjoyed going to meet Country radio 
and have been to a number of markets. I’m 
going out tomorrow to Houston, and I’ll be 
out the next two weeks, too, just to hear how 
they view our approach and what we can do 
to make sure we have a better chance to win. 
I’m digging these people; they’re all humans. 
Ultimately, promotion is sales to radio, and 
I’ve been a salesman my whole life. I like the 
activity of going out and having them tell me 
why they don’t do something so I can figure 
out how I’m going to convince them to do 
something they may not want to do. 

Any surprises as you watch the charts?
I swear I’m not being humble, but there’s 

so much to learn. There are, obviously, ways 

to make sure you can have the success that 
is the difference between No. 1 and No. 3 or 
cracking the top 10 — those benchmarks. It 
starts with music. It has to be magnificent to 
have a chance, and that alone may not pull 
you through. You not only have to have the 
relationships, but also know which stations can 
influence other stations and how to sequence 
that process. I’m going to learn that and have 
it become second-nature. I’m fortunate that I 
knew enough people down here – some who 
are competitors and might not be inclined to 
educate me – but some who aren’t and know 
how that promotion thing works in Country 
a lot better than I do. I’m getting a lot of 
great input, so I figure if you come back and 
interview me in a year I might even be able to 
tell you exactly how it works. Off the record, 
of course!
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Game On: Mean Joe 
Greene looks on as 
Esposito works at his desk. 
Elsewhere, (inset) a framed 
wall writing proclaims, 
“This space reserved for 
our first gold record as 
Warner Music Nashville.”  
A platinum companion 
hangs beside it.
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Is there anything that stands out in 
particular as you talk to Country 
programmers?

Every experience that has added something 
to the toolbelt has been helpful. I’m starting 
to figure out who wants to give input about 
which one of two songs they like some. Some 
don’t particularly want that; I’m learning the 
difference. Another thing I’m learning is that 
we could have all done a better job of getting 
out with them more often. I don’t know exactly 
why before I got down here they didn’t want 
to engage them. But as a road warrior who 
enjoys going to dinners and really getting to 
know people so that you have a deeper sense 
of what makes them tick, you find out most of 
them welcome that. You might get preached 
to by some, but people want us to succeed. 
They really want us to give them great 
music; they don’t want us to half-ass it. They 
actually do respond to the squeaky wheels 
getting more grease. And I want us to have the 
relentlessness.

If I’ve learned any one consistent thing, 
it’s that each one has a different way of 
approaching relationships, but they actually 
do want to have a relationship with us despite 
the fact that they’re getting hammered by 
dozens and dozens of “us” and despite having 
a limited number of hours in the day. From a 
competitive standpoint,  I watch who is having 
the most success, and the very simple key is 
relationships. That is from a relentlessness I’ve 
seen that I want to bring to us. I’d rather us be 
carnivores than backpackers.

Are there any specifics about Country 
radio you’ve learned from talking to these 
programmers?

A general sense that an artist needs to be 
dedicated to the format, and please be sure 
that they are. They’re not mad if an artist is 
dedicated to the format, has great success 
and has some crossover success as long as 
that artist doesn’t then want to abandon them. 
Because they get a limited number of plays a 
week. They want to be spinning people they 
think they’re going to be facing year after year 
and will be helping to build their brand equity. 
Everybody has made that point with me one 
way or another. It’s one thing to hear it from 
your staff. For me, it gets more in my fiber 
if I actually hear it from them and how they 
articulate that common thread.

To specifics now with your plans for Warner 
Music/Nashville: There are lots of rumors about 
two labels or three. Where are you right now?

We will do it slightly differently than many of 
the rumors might suggest. I oversee Word and 
the newly renamed country label group Warner 
Music Nashville, which includes Warner Bros. 
Nashville and Atlantic Nashville. I have been 
given not only a charge from New York, but 
also the wherewithal financially where I can 
build out our staff in areas such as marketing, 
publicity and promotion.
 We will make some other moves here 
to become more locally self-sufficient, but 
will continue to work with our partners 
at Atlantic and Warner Bros. on certain 
projects. When records really blow up, we 
could use some of their extra marketing staff 
because, at the end of the day, we’re only so 
many people down here.
 Having said that, a majority of our roster 
is signed to enhanced rights deals. I’d like us 
to have the local team and the wherewithal to 
execute on these deals at an extraordinary level 
so the artists can see we’re doing it because 
if we work at helping to build that brand with 
you, we should all share in the joy of that. We 
owe it to the artists to show we can execute 
at a level that’s better than anyone else. The 
Warner Music Group already developed lots of 
these capabilities, but I also want to be able to 

manage lots of it here in Nashville.
  For instance, when we tell an artist we’ll 
handle your merchandising, it’s not like we’ll 
email designs to you. We’re going to walk 
you in and the people who make the designs 
and manage the production will be right there. 
We’re going to build out rooms that will 
showcase our capabilities. We’ll have a group 
of technologists that artists can sit with and 
design the website together with us on the spot.

And what are you doing with promotion? 
I have heard so many absolute “facts” about what 
I’m doing, it’s wonderful. When I’m interviewing 
people for the Senior VP/Promotion ... 

At your house.
... at my house. I’m told, “Well I heard you’re 
doing this.” And I hear it from like five 

different people. Quite often I’ve never even 
met with whomever they’re talking about.
 The most important thing I can do is get 
a very senior-level person in promotion who 
can be a partner in not only making sure we’re 
delivering at an extraordinary level for our 
artists, but also in making sure we have a staff 
that is a good combination of strategy and 
closers. But I want this person to be a strategist 
with me for the constant shaping of Warner 
Music Nashville. 
 There is a lot of speculation about 
whether we will have more imprints. I’m not 
even talking about doing that until we make 
sure we’re taking care of our current roster. I 
am so uber-focused on delivering for the great 
artists we already have.

What’s your sense of where country music is 
today, and what do you look for in an artist 
to sign?

Lyor uses the word magnificent and I 
think it’s the most appropriate word. Good 
is the enemy of great. We have to sign great, 
magnificent artists. You’re here in my office 
and see my collection of stuff that does 
include pictures of me with country artists 
through the years. But you see Springsteen 

and Sinatra. I tell the artists that they are 
litmus tests for me. One guy wrote all his 
songs and nobody wondered whether he 
was authentic. But everybody thinks Frank 
Sinatra wrote all those songs, right? Well, you 
guys don’t, but ask my mother or somebody 
outside the business. It’s a “Sinatra song” 
because he had an authenticity that was so 
extraordinary. The interpretation made you 
think he owned the song. 

I want our artists all to be measured against 
that. When you listen to Brett Eldredge, there’s 
not a chance you won’t say, “Holy cow, he 
feels that in his bones.” It’s wonderful that he 
happens to be co-writing all the songs, which 
is not an imperative but happens to be a luxury 
we got with him. That’s what I want to feel. It’s 
easier for me to elevate my passion and be the 
cheerleader I need to be when I feel that artist 

has that much magic. Because when you’re not 
sure, you don’t run against the wall as hard.

As for the sound of country music, I listen 
to that chart and hear a lot of different things. 
I don’t feel like there is “a sound.” Even at the 
top of the chart, I don’t feel like one sound 
is winning, which, to me, is encouraging 
because I’m not trying to sign one sound. It’s 
wonderful that it could be Reba one week, Lady 
Antebellum the next, Miranda gets up there and, 
God willing, Blake. And none of those sound 
the same. I hope we can have a diverse enough 
roster that you fall in love for different reasons.

Is the six-cut LP an experiment or something 
that will be done across the roster?

It’s an experiment until we find out if our 
theory works. God bless Blake and [manager] 
Narvel [Blackstock] for coming along. We’ve 
been getting hawked this idea from Wal-Mart 
for some years: Don’t wait until you have 12 
or 13 songs, come out more consistently. Blake 
is the kind of artist who has had radio success 
and some sales success, but not the kind we 
wanted. We said, “This could be a perfect 
thing” because he just keeps recording, so 
we could come out with something every six 
months. [When] we have this massive track, 

let’s go out and give a value on this. It’s 
going to be priced very sharply on the shelf, 
and God bless Wal-Mart, they’re thrilled 
that we’re the first ones and are giving us 
extraordinary support to help drive this 
record. You will not miss Blake Shelton in a 
Wal-Mart store on March 2, trust me.

What kind of input do you expect promotion 
to have in single selection?

My only proclamation is that I hope the 
A&R and promotion departments have the 
deepest of relationships. I’ve said this to my 
A&R department and I’ve said it in front of the 
entire staff: If everybody is picking the single, I 
don’t know who to shoot. At the end of the day, 
your A&R department’s job is to be masterful 
at finding that artist and the song. I would 
hope they are partners and bring the promotion 

person down to say, “Hey, what do you 
think?” But what I’ve noticed is people can get 
wobbly and indecisive if they’re starting to ask 
everybody to have input. When I talk about un-
cluttering, I have a sense that’s not a unique trait 
that had been going on here, that single selection 
by committee had been an impediment in other 
places. I’m one who believes in conviction, and 
it starts there. That’s what A&R’s job is. 

 I’ve played music for every radio 
programmer I’ve been with. I want them to 
know I’m not only passionate about music, but 
I also want to share with them some of the stuff 
I think deserves to be played on their radio 
station. I’m more interested in getting their 
body language than I am in having them pick 
the single. As I’ve heard and have experienced, 
that can be all over the map, and then you’ve 
forced yourself into this indecisive mode. The 
best shot we have is if everybody on my team 
runs against that wall with the same force, and 
nobody is going slightly to the left or right 
because they had the chance to say, “Well I 
didn’t think that was the right one.” If the A&R 
people don’t consistently come up with the 
one, it’s my job to fix. Blame it on me. Trust 
that they picked the right one, and let’s all run 
that way together.                               CAC
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